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ABSTRACT
Structural and Lithological Influences on the Tony Grove
Alpine Karst System, Bear River Range,
North-Central Utah
by
Kirsten Bahr, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2016
Major Professor: Dr. W. David Liddell
Department: Geology
The fracture-dominated Tony Grove alpine karst system in the Bear River Range
in north-central Utah, has caves ranging from 5 m deep, consisting of solution-enlarged
single fractures, to the large, 374 m deep, Main Drain Cave, characterized by a series of
vertical drops and horizontal passages. The caves in the Tony Grove area are developed
throughout the 510 m thick Fish Haven and Laketown Dolomites. The Swan Peak
Formation, consisting of orthoquartzite and shale, underlies the dolomites.
Surface fracture measurements (n=3502) yielded two distinctive sets of fractures.
The northeast-southwest sets had a mean orientation of 41±0.7° and the northwestsoutheast set had a mean orientation of 126±0.9°. Subsurface fracture measurements
(n=194) yielded a similar northeast-southwest set with a mean of 45±4° and a northwestsoutheast set with a mean of 133±5°. Of the sixteen caves surveyed for fractures and
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passages, fifteen were controlled by fractures, although some caves had both fractureand non-fracture-controlled passages. Only one cave was entirely non-fracture controlled,
likely due to a change in lithology.
Main Drain Cave, the only cave with long horizontal passages, was surveyed for
both fracture and stratigraphic influences on horizontal cave development. Results
indicate some sections are controlled by southeast-trending-fractures and other sections
are controlled by southwest-dipping-bedding planes. Alternatively, parts of the down-diporiented sections may be influenced by southwest-oriented fractures. Stratigraphic control
in this cave includes cherty layers that appear to hinder down-cutting of passages into
lower stratigraphic units.
Surface mapping determined that there is a southeast-oriented fold pair east of the
Logan Peak Syncline, consisting of the Naomi Peak Syncline and the Cottonwood
Canyon Anticline. The anticline merges with the Logan Peak Syncline near the head of
Cottonwood Canyon. The Naomi Peak Syncline continues north-northeast through the
Tony Grove area and may divert water from the Tony Grove area to Wood Camp Hollow
Spring in Logan Canyon. The anticline acts as a divide between groundwater traveling
southwest to Dewitt Spring and south-southeast to Wood Camp Hollow Spring. The
Swan Peak Formation appears to act as a barrier to groundwater movement into the
underlying formations, separating the Tony Grove system from underlying systems.

(242 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT
Structural and Lithological Influences on the Tony Grove
Alpine Karst System, Bear River Range,
North-Central Utah
Kirsten Bahr
Caves are access points into the subsurface for humans, water, and, in many
cases, contaminants. Many caves are connected via a series of conduits that carry water
from one cave to another and, eventually, to a spring. However, because most of these
conduits are inaccessible, it is difficult to determine the pathway groundwater takes on its
way to the spring. The primary objective of this study was to examine the effects of folds,
fractures, and rock type upon the formation and orientation of cave passages as well as
groundwater flow patterns in the Tony Grove alpine karst system.
Although water from this system is not a source for human consumption, studying
this relatively easily-accessible system allowed insight into how water travels through
alpine karst systems. This may potentially aid in future studies of other similar systems
that are used as a source of water for human consumption.
The karst system was characterized by geologically mapping the surface and
subsurface. Previous studies and non-toxic water-tracing techniques were also used to aid
the assessment of how water travels underground from the study area to the spring. The
findings indicate that the development of caves in the Tony Grove area is highly
influenced by the fractured rock. The folded rock and its geologic orientation, as well as
impermeable rock layers, also influence how water travels through this karst system.
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INTRODUCTION
General Statement
The principal objective of studying karst systems around the world is to determine
source areas for contaminants in karst aquifers. Karst-aquifer waters are used for human
consumption and are highly vulnerable to contamination from the surface due to direct
recharge without filtration via sinkholes, widened flow paths, and rapid groundwater
velocities (Ginsberg and Palmer, 2002). It is often difficult to determine where the
contamination comes from and how long it takes to get from a source area to a point of
interest. This is because karst aquifers contain multiple types of porosity, although the
majority of flow is along fractures and conduits (Palmer, 2007). The latter two generally
cannot be studied with the same methods used to characterize porous-media aquifers
(Spangler, 2002). As a result, the geology of an area is relevant to a study of subsurface
water flow in karst terrains. This also indicates that one study of a karst aquifer cannot be
applied directly to other karst aquifers due to regional differences in lithology, conduit
patterns, fractures, and flow directions in relation to geologic structure and climate
(Ginsberg and Palmer, 2002).
Major karst aquifers have been studied throughout the United States, but more
intensely in the east where karst aquifers are widely utilized for drinking water. In the
arid and semi-arid western states, many karst aquifers are water supplies for nearby cities,
yet little to nothing is known about them. The focus of this study is on the lesser known
Tony Grove karst system northeast to east-northeast of Logan, Utah in the Bear River
Range of north-central Utah. This system is easily accessible to study geologically in the
subsurface near Tony Grove Lake and White Pine Lake. With access to over 100 known
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caves in the Tony Grove karst system, the conduit patterns, fractures, and flow directions
in relation to regional structure can be characterized in more detail than that of the
neighboring Dewitt Spring karst system to the southwest. Unlike the Tony Grove system,
the Dewitt Spring system is used for human consumption, which makes it more
economically important than the Tony Grove system. However, with no known cave
entrances as of 2016, rough topography, and high vegetation cover, it is difficult to study
its surface and subsurface characteristics. Therefore, the study of the Tony Grove system
may assist in characterizing water flow through the Dewitt Spring system and help
constrain its borders with its neighboring karst systems.
Objectives and Hypotheses
The primary objectives of this study were to examine the effects of structure and
stratigraphy upon 1) the formation and orientation of cave passages and 2) groundwater
flow patterns in the Tony Grove area, as well as flow patterns to Wood Camp Hollow
Spring, which is the discharge point for waters from the Tony Grove area. These
objectives were addressed through bedrock mapping, cave mapping, measurement and
analysis of stratigraphic sections, and dye-injection studies. Specific hypotheses that were
tested are listed below.
Bedrock mapping


Fractures are primarily oriented parallel to and perpendicular to the axis of the
Logan Peak Syncline. However, if this hypothesis proves incorrect, then the
fracture orientation will be parallel to and perpendicular to the local and regional
normal faulting.
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A moderate to high-density (close lateral spacing) of fractures will be reflected in
a high number of fracture-controlled caves.

Cave mapping


Fracture orientations in the subsurface will be similar to fracture orientations at
the surface.



Individual passages will be dominated by one of the main orientations of the
fractures present.



Passages in the vadose zone, where not controlled by fracture orientation, will
follow a down-dip trend or nearly down-dip trend of the local bedding planes or
an orientation between the dip of the local beds and the axial plunge of a nearby
syncline.

Dye tracing


A south-southeast-oriented fold pair lies between Tony Grove Lake and the southsouthwest-trending axis of the Logan Peak Syncline. This fold pair diverts water
flow in the Tony Grove karst system toward Wood Camp Hollow Spring.

Study Area
The Tony Grove study area is in the Bear River Range of north-central Utah,
approximately 21 km northeast of Logan, Utah (Fig. 1). The study area (Fig. 2) is located
in the southern portion of the Naomi Peak quadrangle map within the outcrop areas of the
Fish Haven and Laketown Dolomites. The southern edge lies 600 m south of Tony Grove
Lake (WGS84, 12 T 446606 m E 4638000 m N). The cliffs at the lake mark the eastern
boundary and the Naomi Peak (WGS84, 12 T 443976 m E 4640103 m N) ridgeline marks
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the western boundary. The northern boundary of the study area lies south of Mt. Gog
(WGS84, 12 T 445657 m E 4642282 m N), above the vertical cliffs at White Pine Lake
(WGS84, 12 T 445502 m E 4641452 m N).

Figure 1. Location of the Tony Grove study area in the Bear River Range, Cache
County, north-central Utah.
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Figure 2. Map of the Tony Grove study area (red outline) about 21 km northeast of
Logan, Utah.
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BACKGROUND
Stratigraphy
The rocks of the study area (Figs. 3-4) consist primarily of three formations: the
Swan Peak Formation, the Fish Haven Dolomite, and the Laketown Dolomite. These
range in age from Middle Ordovician to Silurian, respectively. The overlying Lower
Devonian Water Canyon Formation lies along the southwestern margin of the study area
(Fig. 4).
The Middle Ordovician Swan Peak Formation is approximately 78 m thick near
White Pine Lake and Tony Grove Lake (Schulingkamp, 1972), and consists of three
members: interbedded white orthoquartzites of the Eureka Quartzite unconformably
overly brown orthoquartzites and shales that grade downward into mainly shales (Fig. 3)
(VanDorston, 1969; Francis, 1972; Schulingkamp, 1972; Oaks et al., 1977). The exposed
uppermost part of the formation at Tony Grove Lake is thick bedded, and underlies the
Fish Haven Dolomite along a sharp erosional contact (Francis, 1972). The thick shale in
the lower member of the Swan Peak Formation is likely a barrier to downward movement
of groundwater from the overlying Fish Haven and Laketown Dolomites into the
limestones of the underlying Garden City Formation (Spangler, 2001; Bright, 2009). The
intergranular porosity of the upper member of the Swan Peak Formation is almost zero
(Schulingkamp, 1972), although joints may permit some downward movement of water
into its lower members.
The Upper Ordovician Fish Haven Dolomite unconformably overlies the Swan
Peak Formation (Williams, 1948; Oaks et al., 1977). It consists of the Paris Peak, Deep
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Figure 3. Stratigraphic section within the Tony Grove study area. Thickness
(meters) is based on the stratigraphic sections measured closest to the Tony Grove
study area by Williams and Taylor (1964), Schulingkamp (1972), and Budge and
Sheehan (1980b). See Appendix B for detailed stratigraphic section of Fish Haven
and Laketown Dolomites measured for this study.
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Figure 4. Geologic map of the Tony Grove area showing the outcrop areas of the
lithologies discussed in this study area: Swan Peak Formation (Osp), Fish Haven
Dolomite (Ofh), Laketown Dolomite (Sl), and Water Canyon Formation (Dwc).
From Dover (1995). The red dashed line represents the Tony Grove study area.
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Lakes, and Bloomington Lake Members (Keller, 1963). They vary from light-gray to
dark-gray dolostone, and is an estimated 148 m thick in the Tony Grove area (Budge and
Sheehan, 1980b). The Paris Peak Member was estimated to be about 37 m thick by
Budge and Sheehan (1980b), while stratigraphic sections measured in the area have the
member as 40 m thick (Mecham, 1973).
Older studies indicate the entire Fish Haven Dolomite to be approximately 43 m
thick (Williams, 1948), however this thickness places the formation contact with the
Laketown Dolomite at the top of the dark-grey Paris Peak Member. This difference in
location of the formation boundary is due to later studies characterizing the formation
based on color, degree of crystallinity, bedding, and fossil content (Budge and Sheehan,
1980a).
Based on fossil evidence, the contact between the Fish Haven and the Laketown
Dolomites marks the boundary between the Ordovician and Silurian Period (Budge and
Sheehan, 1980a). A later study done on conodonts in the Fish Haven and lower Laketown
dolomites indicate mixed Ordovician/Silurian conodont fauna in the uppermost 4 m of
the Fish Haven Dolomite and the lowermost 1.5 m of the Laketown Dolomite (Leatham,
1985). This is evidence that the Fish Haven Dolomite is predominantly Late Ordovician
in age, except for the upper 4 m of the formation, which is Silurian.
The Silurian Laketown Dolomite unconformably overlies the Fish Haven
Dolomite (Williams, 1948, Budge and Sheehan, 1980a, Leatham, 1985). The formation is
broken up into five members, the Tony Grove Lake, High Lake, Portage Canyon, Jack
Valley, and Decathon Members, and is comprised entirely of interbedded thin- to thick-
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bedded, light-gray to grayish-black dolostone. The stratigraphic section measured in the
Tony Grove Lake area indicates that the Laketown Dolomite is 368 m thick (Budge and
Sheehan, 1980b).
The Water Canyon Formation plays a minor role in this study. This formation sits
unconformably on the Laketown Dolomite (Williams and Taylor, 1964) and is 130 to 185
m thick in the Logan Canyon area. It is separated into two members: the lower Card
Member and the upper Grassy Flat Member (Williams and Taylor, 1964). The lower
Card Member is present at the southern boundary of the Tony Grove study area. It is
composed of light-gray-weathering argillaceous dolomite with laminations and
intraformational breccias in places (Taylor, 1963; Williams and Taylor, 1964).
All four of these formations are present in the Tony Grove study area (Fig. 4).
The Fish Haven and Laketown Dolomites are the main focus of this study, as they
contain all the caves in the Tony Grove study area. At the current time, 2016, none of the
mapped caves appear to penetrate the Swan Peak Formation beneath the Fish Haven
Dolomite.
Structure
The Ordovician to Devonian units and other Paleozoic rocks of the Bear River
Range were translated eastward on the Paris-Willard thrust sheets during the early
Cretaceous (Wiltschko and Dorr, 1983; Royse, 1993; Yonkee, 2005; Yonkee and Weil,
2011a). The Paris-Willard thrust system (Fig. 5) is a west-dipping thrust with a ramp-flat
geometry (Yonkee et al., 1989; Royse, 1993; Kendrick, 1994; Yonkee, 1997; Yonkee and
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Weil, 2011a), and comprises the Wellsville Mountains, Cache Valley, and the Bear River
Range (Royse, 1993).
The Paris thrust lies along the west side of Bear Lake and the Willard thrust
terminates beneath the lake (Coogan, 1992; Royse, 1993). The geometry of the thrust
sheet produces broad, open, upright folds that include the Logan Peak Syncline and the
Swan Peak Syncline (Yonkee, 1997), as well as the intervening Red Banks Anticline and
Temple Peak Syncline (Fig. 5) (Oaks, 2016, written communication). The axis of the
Logan Peak Syncline (Fig. 6) strikes south-southwest with a southerly plunge through
more than 80 km through the Bear River Range (Wilson, 1976; Dover, 1995). In the
Tony Grove area, the axis of the syncline was previously mapped approximately 2 km
west of Tony Grove Lake (Dover, 1995) where it plunges 4 to 7 degrees to the south
(Wilson, 1976).
The major displacement of the Paris-Willard thrust sheet is Aptian to Albian (12599.6 Ma) in age (Wiltschko and Dorr, 1983; Royse, 1993); however, movement along the
Cordilleran thrust belt continued until the early Eocene on lower, younger thrusts that
surfaces farther east (Royse, 1993). During the late Eocene to Oligocene, gravitational
collapse of the Sevier Orogenic Belt caused an early stage of extension and normal
faulting. By the late Oligocene, the higher altitudes of the belt had been lowered by
erosion.
From the Miocene to the present time, two stages of crustal extension occurred in
this area. The first stage of extension occurred during the Miocene-Pliocene and
produced regionally extensive, low angle normal faulting. This stage of extension
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produced the NNW-striking, WSW-dipping detachment fault known as the Bannock
detachment system (Janecke and Evans, 1999; Carney and Janecke, 2005; Keeley and
Rodgers, 2015). The second stage of crustal extension occurred from the late Miocene to
present and formed the Basin and Range Province (Carney and Janecke, 2005; Yonkee
and Weil, 2011b; Keeley and Rodgers, 2015). This current stage of extension caused
dominantly NNW- to NNE-striking normal faults throughout the region (Link and
Janecke, 1999; Yonkee and Weil, 2011b). The East Cache fault zone (Fig. 5) is a part of
these northerly-trending faults. This fault zone is approximately 80 km long

Figure 5. Simplified representation of geologic structures in the Bear River Range
between the East Cache fault zone near Logan, Utah, and the Willard thrust at
Bear Lake. From Dover (1995), Yonkee and Weil (2010), and Oaks (2016, written
communication).
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Figure 6. Folds previously mapped in the Mt. Elmer and Naomi Peak quadrangles.
The solid red line represents the southerly-plunging Logan Peak Syncline (Dover,
1995). The dashed red lines represent the anticline-syncline fold pair terminating
at a normal fault (dashed black line) (Oaks and Runnells, 1992).
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(McCalpin and Forman, 1991) and separates Cache Valley from the Bear River Range in
north-central Utah (Williams, 1948).
Sevier-age folding and thrusting, and subsequent extension have caused the rocks
in the Bear River Range to fracture and break along normal faults. Wilson (1976) mapped
the distribution of fractures visible on 1:20,000 scale aerial photographs and concluded
that the majority of fractures in the Tony Grove Lake and White Pine Lake areas strike
NE to SW. Higher resolution color aerial photographs taken in 2006 of the Tony Grove
and White Pine areas show thousands of fractures crossing the surface with a primary
orientation of NE to SW, and a secondary orientation of NW to SE.
There have been few studies on other geologic structures near the Logan Peak
Syncline in the Tony Grove Lake and White Pine Lake areas. Dover’s (1995) map (Fig.
6) shows the axis of the Logan Peak Syncline trending north-south through the Tony
Grove area close to the trace mapped by Williams (1948). However, his mapped position
of the axis disagrees with strikes and dips on his map. If the strikes and dips are correct,
the axial trace should be approximately 660 m to the east in the Tony Grove Lake area.
Oaks and Runnells (1992) mapped the eastern part of the Mt. Elmer 7.5-minute
quadrangle (Fig. 6), which shows a WSW-trending normal fault approximately 610 m
west of Wood Camp Hollow Spring. It also shows a pair of NNW-trending folds, a
western anticline and an eastern syncline, east of the Logan Peak Syncline axis. These
folds converge slightly NE of the WSW-trending normal fault. These folds were not
mapped beyond the northern border of the Mt. Elmer quadrangle, at the southern border
of the Naomi Peak 7.5-minute quadrangle. Remapping of the Logan Peak Syncline and
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extension of these folds in the Mt. Elmer and Naomi Peak quadrangles are discussed
later.
Overview of Karst Hydrology
Unlike unsaturated flow through porous media, karst hydrology is influenced by
the structural and stratigraphic setting of an area. This overview will focus on the alpine
karst setting in the Tony Grove Lake and White Pine Lake areas. Dominating here is a
branchwork cave pattern on the axis and east and west flanks of a SSW-plunging
syncline. The caves are in fractured, medium- to thick-bedded dolomite. The sixteen
Tony Grove caves studied are in the vadose zone (unsaturated zone). The only known
cave that might reach the phreatic zone is Main Drain Cave, at 374 m in depth. However,
with dry-passage mapping ending at a sump, this cannot be concluded until further
mapping is completed via diving.
In an alpine-karst setting, the vadose zone can be 1,000 to 2,000 m thick, which is
why many of the deepest known caves are in such settings (Ford and Williams, 2007;
Palmer, 2007). These caves consist of a series of vertical shafts and horizontal passages
that resemble stair steps as they descend from the surface. Most caves in alpine settings
have a branchwork pattern, although this pattern is often masked by sumps or breakdown
that prevents human travel (Palmer, 2007). Although impassable by humans, water
continues through such vadose passages, creating the branchwork pattern.
Water passing through the vadose zone in alpine settings flows under the
influence of gravity. Thus, each passage typically trends continuously downward along
the steepest available pathways (Palmer, 1991, 1999). These passages are influenced by
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bedding-plane partings and/or by through-going fractures or faults that cut across the
bedding surfaces (Palmer, 2007). Passages that follow bedding-plane partings should, in
an ideal situation, follow the dip of the bed (Palmer, 1991, 1999, 2007; Ford and
Williams, 2007). Water in the vadose zone should flow in the direction of dip (Fig. 7),
which in folded bedding would result in a convergence of passages toward syncline axes
and divergence from anticline axes (Palmer, 2007).
Influences of folding on both vadose and phreatic flow have been studied in many
karst areas worldwide. Goldscheider (2005) studied the alpine karst system HochifenGottesacker in Germany/Austria. His study indicated that vadose flow followed the dip of
the strata toward the trough of the synclines and also that anticline axes formed local
groundwater divides. In contrast, Herold et al. (2000) showed that groundwater in the
phreatic zone flowed parallel to the anticline fold axis, in the direction of the overall axial
plunge, in the Eastern Jura fold and thrust belt of Switzerland. This study also indicated
groundwater can travel long distances along extensional joints developed parallel to the

Figure 7. Ideal
water flow
through vadose
and phreatic
zones in
unconfined
karst aquifers.
Modified from
Palmer (1999).
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fold axis. This is because joints along fold axes can provide longer uninterrupted flow
paths (Palmer, 2007), especially where intervening shales restrict flow across bedding.
In settings involving high-alpine karst systems, fractures (joints and faults) also
play an important role in groundwater flow and passage orientations. Fractures cutting
across strata can create a route of less resistance than along bedding planes. As a result,
dissolution along these fractures have a tendency to create well-like voids with nearly
vertical walls (Palmer, 1991). The combination of bedding-plane partings and vertical
fractures often create passages of inclined canyons or tubes that are interrupted in places
by shafts, thereby creating a stair-step pattern (Palmer, 1991, 1999).
Once the water travels through the vadose zone to the water table and passes into
the phreatic zone (saturated zone), the passages typically shift direction (Palmer, 1991).
Water will begin to travel in the direction of steepest hydraulic gradient (Palmer, 1991).
Such a change in flow direction is reflected in the cave passages. When passages reach
the transition zone from vadose to phreatic, their orientation will tend to shift to a
position closer to the strike direction (Fig. 7) (Palmer, 2007). Kastning (1999) showed
this relationship at Longhorn Caverns State Park in central Texas. Passages formed in the
vadose zone were oriented down dip, but after they reached the water table, the passages
became more strike-oriented on their way to the spring.
Fractures and bedding-plane partings still have a role in the phreatic zone;
however, bedding planes become more important in the phreatic zone than in the vadose
zone due to their greater lateral continuity (Ford and Williams, 2007). Because bedding
surfaces and fractures are the principal avenues (Klimchouk et al., 2000), once water
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from the vadose zone reaches the phreatic zone there is little reason for the water to
abandon these preferential flow paths. However separations of most bedding surfaces and
fracture widths become narrower at depth, so most phreatic paths tend to be along the
sloping water table, rather than deeper into the phreatic zone (Palmer, 2007). Although
some bedding surfaces may direct flow below the water table along the widest routes, the
general orientations of these passages is nearer the direction of strike. The water in the
phreatic zone will flow down the existing hydraulic gradient to where an interconnected
fracture or bedding surface is exposed in a valley wall or valley bottom at a lower
altitude, where it emerges as a spring (Palmer, 2007).
Caves in the Tony Grove Study Area
Approximately 18-24 ka (Laabs et al., 2007) glaciers in the Tony Grove study
area stripped the vegetation and soil, thereby exposing bare rock at the surface. The
combination of a high percentage of outcrop area and low vegetation allows researchers
to observe many access points into the subsurface as well as fractures that catch and
funnel water underground. However, some preglacial cave entrances and fissures may
have been blocked or covered by glacial sediments and therefore, may be unidentified
and/or inaccessible to researchers (Palmer, 2007). As noted by Wilson (1976), due to the
glaciation in this area, the majority of access points are almost all on ridges or elevated
areas.
Previous exploration by cavers located more than 100 alpine caves in an area of
approximately 8 km2 between Tony Grove Lake and White Pine Lake, making this area
one of the highest concentrations of karst features west of the Mississippi River (Palmer
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and Palmer, 2009). Because the area is highly fractured and sits high above the water
table, most of these caves follow the typical alpine-cave stair-stepping pattern with
vertical and horizontal passages. To date, the water table in this area is unknown due to
the lack of drilled wells, and none of the known explored caves have definitively reached
it.
Many caves in the Tony Grove study area range from small 3 m vertical pits to pit
caves 90 m deep with no horizontal components. Other caves in the study area consist of
both vertical and horizontal passages. One example is the area’s largest known cave,
Main Drain Cave, which is known to reach 374 m in depth (Timpanogos Grotto, 2007)
and 3.7 km in length (Utah Cave Survey, 2014, written communication).
Previous Work
The caves near Tony Grove Lake and elsewhere in the Bear River Range have not
been studied extensively. Nielsons Cave is geologically the best studied cave in the area.
It was studied by David Herron beginning in 1989 (Horrocks et al., 2004). Situated about
5.4 km south-southeast of the Tony Grove area, this cave lies in the source area for Wood
Camp Hollow Spring (Spangler, 2001; 2011, written communication). Though
discovered in 1986 (Horrocks et al., 2004), mapping of that cave is not complete, with the
most recent cave map released in 2010. Herron (2004) indicated that the deep
subterranean canyons near the bottom of the cave are approximately 15-31 m above the
Eureka Quartzite of the Swan Peak Formation.
Exploration of the larger caves in the Tony Grove area was conducted by a small
group of cavers working on the Tony Grove Cave Project in 2006 (Jasper, 2006). The
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project explored the two deepest known caves near Logan Canyon, Nielsons Cave and
Main Drain Cave. The Tony Grove Cave Project continues today, with emphasis on
finding new caves, then exploring and mapping them (Timpanogos Grotto, 2008).
However, there is little to no emphasis on the geology.
In a preliminary study of some the larger caves in the Tony Grove study area in
2011, I measured 168 fractures in six caves. That study focused on the fractures within
these vadose caves, not the lithology. The results indicated that in some caves the
fractures are the sole control in the formation of the passages. In other caves the fractures
had little or no control on the passages, whereas other caves show a combination of
strong fracture control and no fracture control within the same cave.
Tony Grove Hydrology
Spangler (2001, 2002, 2011, written communication) studied the hydrology of the
Bear River Range in the vicinity of the Logan River, with emphasis on Wood Camp
Hollow Spring. Wood Camp Hollow Spring discharges from two main outlets along the
north side of the Logan River, approximately 16 km east-northeast of the mouth of the
canyon at Logan, Utah. The spring is in the Laketown Dolomite (Spangler, 2001), and is
one of four large springs that discharge along the river on its northern banks (Fig. 8).
Previous dye studies indicated that the caves near Tony Grove Lake and White
Pine Lake, in the Fish Haven and Laketown Dolomites, are part of the Wood Camp
Hollow Spring basin (Spangler, 2011 written communication). However, the northern
boundary of the hydrogeologic system of Wood Camp Hollow Spring is still unknown.
These dye traces suggested that this basin may be stratigraphically confined. Dye injected
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into the Fish Haven and Laketown Dolomites in the Tony Grove Lake and White Pine
Lake areas, above the Swan Peak Formation, resurfaced in the Laketown Dolomite at
Wood Camp Hollow Spring. Other dye traces conducted below the Swan Peak
Formation, in the Garden City Limestone, resurfaced in the Garden City Limestone at
Rick’s Spring and Logan Cave. There is no evidence to date, 2016, that there is flow
through the Swan Peak Formation from the stratigraphic units above.
The tracer injection points in and near the Tony Grove study area lie between
2,439 m and 3,048 m in altitude, whereas Wood Camp Hollow Spring lies at 1,631 m.
With an altitude change of 808 m to 1,417 m in 10.5 km to 14 km, combined with
groundwater moving through enlarged fractures and along bedding-plane surfaces,
groundwater velocities are high (Spangler, 2002). This also causes travel times from the
recharge area to the spring to have shorter durations. Dye traces in and near the Tony
Grove study area to Wood Camp Hollow Spring yielded travel times of 15 to 35 days,
with an estimated spring discharges ranging from 140 to 710 L/s.
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Figure 8. Location of Dewitt Spring, Wood Camp Hollow Spring, Logan Cave, and
Rick’s Spring, the four largest springs that discharge along the northern banks of the
Logan River. The Tony Grove study area outlined in black.
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METHODS
Field work in the Tony Grove study area was undertaken during the summer of
2010 as well as the summer and fall seasons of 2012 and 2013.
Mapping
Geologic Mapping
Geologic mapping, based on 1963 stereographic aerial photos and Google Earth
in conjunction with field work conducted in the summer and fall of 2012, were used to
document geologic structures in the Tony Grove study area. Strikes and dips in the field
were measured using the right hand rule. Folds, including the Logan Peak Syncline in the
Mt. Elmer quadrangle, were compiled from Oaks and Runnells (1992), Dover (1995), and
Oaks (2016, written communication) and were checked against the 1963 stereographic
aerial photos and Google Earth (Figs. 5-6). Geologic units (Fig. 4) are unchanged from
Dover (1995). All faults, folds, and measurements of strikes and dips are digitized in
ArcMap 10.1 and Adobe Illustrator CS6.
Fracture Mapping
High Resolution color Orthophotography (HRO), one-foot color photographs
taken in 2006, were used to trace fractures observed on the surface in the Tony Grove
Lake and White Pine Lake areas. Fractures were traced on TIFF images of the two areas
via Adobe Illustrator CS6. Google Earth and photo calculations in Adobe Photoshop CS6
were used to assist in highlighting many of the fractures seen on the photos. The two
different photo calculations used are as follows:
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Source 1 = Green, Source 2 = Green, Blend = Difference.

(1)

Source 1 = Green Invert, Source 2 = Blue, Blend = Subtract w/offset of 20.

(2)

Fracture orientations were measured and logged with a screen protractor (Iconico,
2006a) and a measurement logger (Iconico, 2006b). Fracture data were plotted within the
basin in which they lay. Four basins were identified by topographic divides: Steam Mill
Lake, Mt. Gog, White Pine Lake, and Tony Grove Lake (Fig. 9). This created four
separate data sets.
Fracture-orientation data were entered into Oriana software (Kovach, 2013),
where rose diagrams were created and orientation statistics were calculated. Descriptive
statistics also were calculated for each data set, including the following: mean vector,
length of mean vector, median, concentration, circular variance, circular standard
deviation, standard error of mean, and 95- and 99-percent confidence intervals for the
mean vector. All discussions relating to confidence intervals are reported at the 95th
percentile. Rayleigh’s tests were conducted to determine if there was a mean direction for
the data. The null hypothesis (Ho) states there is no sample mean direction, whereas, the
alternative hypothesis (Ha) states there is a sample mean direction. The Ho is rejected if
Zcalculated ≥ Zcritical. Zcalculated was determined with the equation,
Z = nr2,
where n is the sample size and r is the mean vector length. Critical values for Z were
from Zar (2010) with an alpha (α) value of 0.05.

(3)
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Figure 9. Mapping divides for display of surface fractures. Areas are separated by
ridgelines (red lines).
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To compare fracture orientations to the fold-axis direction, the strikes and dips
from the surface mapping were narrowed down by removing all strike and dip directions
associated with the limbs of the fold. The strikes and dips remaining were considered
associated with the fold axis. The dips of the remaining data were converted to the dip
direction by adding 90 degrees to the strike. They were then entered into the Oriana
software where the same statistical analyses were conducted as for the fracture
orientations in the section on fracture mapping. However, dip directions are
unidirectional. To compare dip directions to bidirectional fracture data, the dips were also
analyzed as bidirectional. A Watson’s U2 test was conducted to determine if the fracture
orientations and dip directions are significantly different. The null hypothesis (Ho) states
the directions of the two sample sets are not significantly different, whereas, the
alternative hypothesis (Ha) states the directions of the two sample sets are significantly
different. The Ho is rejected if U2 ≥ U2α ,n1,n2 (U2calculated ≥ U2critical). Determinations of U2
were made with the equation
n1 n2

U2 = (

2

N

) [ ∑ d2k - (

(∑ dk )2
N

) ],

(4)

where, for two sample sizes, n1 and n2 refer to the number of observations in two data
sets of cumulative relative frequencies, N = n1+n2, dk (where k runs from 1 through N) is
the difference between the two cumulative relative frequency distributions (dk = i/n1 –
j/n2), and i and j are the ith or jth observation in that sample set (Zar, 2010). U2 critical
values were from Zar (2010) with an alpha (α) value of 0.05.
Two studies of average fracture spacing were conducted for the surface fractures
in the White Pine Lake area. This area was chosen because of the large area of exposed
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bedrock and its proximity to the syncline axis. One study of average fracture spacing was
conducted by drawing two separate random “zig-zags” across the White Pine area
(Appendix A, Figs. A2.1-A2.2). The distances between fractures were recorded.
However, due to areas where surface fractures were covered by vegetation, covered areas
were not included in the calculations of distance between fractures. If, at any point, a
fracture did not have a neighboring fracture and crosses over a covered area, that spacing
was considered covered and was not included in the analysis. The averages of those
individual tests were averaged together to give an average fracture spacing over the entire
area.
A second study of average fracture spacing was conducted through areas of
maximum fracture density. Nine areas of densely uncovered groups of fractures were
identified in the White Pine Lake area for analysis. The fracture spacing mean was
determined by drawing non-random lines across these areas of grouped fractures
(Appendix A, Fig. A3). The distances between fractures were recorded and averaged over
the entire area to give a mean for fracture spacing over areas of maximum density.
Stratigraphic Section
A stratigraphic section, with emphasis on marker beds that may be seen in the
subsurface, was measured through the Fish Haven Dolomite and Laketown Dolomite.
The section began at the contact of the Fish Haven Dolomite with the Swan Peak
Formation, at 12 T 446293 m E 4639243 m N. This section was compared side by side
with the detailed stratigraphic descriptions by Budge and Sheehan (1980b) by correlating
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lithologies of similar descriptions and layer patterns. This section is the basis for
comparing depths and stratigraphic locations of the caves.
Cave Mapping
Ten cave surveys were conducted during the summer and fall of 2013, and six
were previously surveyed in the summer of 2010. Larger caves were selected within the
Tony Grove study area. Previously-mapped caves containing more than a single pit were
selected regardless of location. Caves within 500 m east and west of the Logan Peak
Syncline axis (Dover, 1995) in the Tony Grove study area were also preferentially
selected.
All cave passages were surveyed for orientation, inclination, and dimensions.
Orientation was measured with a Brunton compass. Bearings were taken from one
surveyor to another in a direct line of sight as long as each passage did not make a
significant change in compass direction or inclination (up or down). The inclination of
each such passage was measured with a clinometer: positive (+) inclinations refer to an
upward direction whereas negative (-) inclinations refer to a downward direction.
Dimensions (length, width, and height) of the passage were measured with a laserdistance tool. The distance of each passage was coincident with the length of its
orientation. The width and height of each passage were taken from a single point which
the surveyor considered to be suitable for an overall passage average height and width.
Dimensions of the passages were measured for cave mapping only, and the results were
not used for statistical analysis in this study; therefore, numerical results are not
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represented in this paper, and cave maps should be referred to for approximate
dimensions (Appendix F).
Strikes and dips of all fractures encountered throughout the caves were measured
with the right-hand rule. Uneven fracture surfaces, due to erosion or speleothem
deposition, were measured by aligning the trace of the fracture by means of the sighting
arm of the compass, which provided an approximate strike direction.
Orientation data for cave fractures and passages were analyzed with the Oriana
software. Rose diagrams were created for in-cave fractures and passage orientations for
all caves. These diagrams, in conjunction with field observations, were used to determine
if an entire cave is fracture oriented or not. For larger caves with more than two main
passages, individual passages were separated and compared to fractures found in the
same passage. If a cave or passage was determined not to be primarily fracture oriented,
the inclination data were compared to that of the local bed in terms of orientation and dip.
However, most of the passage floors were covered with cave breakdown due to roof
collapse. Consequently, an assumption had to be made that breakdown mimics the floor
beneath it and that the floor exists, i.e., it was not breakdown lodged between two objects
and hanging.
Fracture orientations from all 16 surveyed caves were combined in the Oriana
software to determine if they were similar to the fracture orientations seen on the surface
near each cave. They were compared using rose diagrams and the descriptive statistics
determined through fracture mapping. Nine of the sixteen caves surveyed had five or
fewer observations of fractures and, therefore, no statistics were calculated for these
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caves. For caves with more than five observations, descriptive statistics and a Rayleigh’s
test were conducted. Refer to Fracture Mapping section for descriptive statistics and
Rayleigh’s test details.
Measured cave depths were plotted relative to the stratigraphic column.
Stratigraphic locations of cave entrances and passages were estimated from the
stratigraphic position of the cave entrance and any marker beds seen in the cave. The
depths of vertical caves were recorded by their vertical distance below the surface from
the entrance. Therefore, vertical caves with no horizontal extent could be directly
overlaid onto the stratigraphic column, with the local dip taken from the nearest surface
strike and dip. Any caves with horizontal extent had to be corrected for the direction the
existing profile view was drawn by finding the apparent dip of the beds in the direction
the profile is facing. The true dip of the beds was taken from the nearest surface strike
and dip. Once the apparent dip was determined, the profile was overlaid on the
stratigraphy. The base of the cave could then be plotted accurately within the
stratigraphic column, with the assumption that the dip of the beds remained the same
throughout the entire length of the cave and the entrance of the cave was plotted
accurately in its stratigraphic position. Only one cave, Main Drain Cave, was large
enough horizontally to compensate for a known change in bedding dip and direction. The
bedding change was determined by surface strikes and dips. The profile was overlaid on
the stratigraphy by means of the same method as caves with horizontal extents above.
However, the apparent dips of the beds were shifted where the dip of the beds shifted in
the down-cave direction.
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Dye Tracing
Qualitative dye traces were conducted from two locations in the White Pine Basin
on June 24, 2012. The traces were performed in conjunction with Lawrence Spangler of
the U.S. Geological Survey to further extend the boundary of the Wood Camp Hollow
Spring basin northward and to evaluate possible connections of the injection sites with
Main Drain Cave. Injection of the dyes was made where streams disappear directly into
the subsurface via fractures, cave entrances, and sinkholes. Dye was detected by means of
passive adsorption onto activated charcoal and cotton linen fabric placed at spring
discharge points and in Main Drain Cave. Results of the study were used to determine
connections between upstream intake sites and downstream discharge sites (Palmer,
2007).
One trace was conducted with 1.8 kg of an optical brightener approximately 0.09
km east of Dover’s (1995) Logan Peak Syncline axis and 0.8 km west of Mt. Magog (Fig.
44, site 7). This site previously produced a positive trace to Wood Camp Hollow Spring
(Spangler, 2011 written communication). The purpose here was to evaluate a possible
connection with Main Drain Cave. A second trace was conducted with 2.72 kg of sodium
fluorescein dye approximately 0.2 km east of Dover’s (1995) Logan Peak Syncline axis
and 0.7 km west of Mt. Magog (Fig. 44, site 8). The flow of the losing streams at both
injection sites were approximated. Activated charcoal packets were placed at the outlets
of Dewitt Spring, Wood Camp Hollow Spring, Logan Cave, and Rick’s Spring. Activated
charcoal packets and cotton linen detectors were also placed in Main Drain Cave’s
Overflow Hall, Neff’s Inlet, and Kilo Inlet. Main Drain detectors were recovered 18 days
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later and detectors at springs, 21 days later. All detectors were analyzed for dye by
Spangler in July 2012.
Attributions
Maps throughout this publication, unless otherwise stated, were created with
ArcGIS software by Esri. ArcGIS® and ArcMap™ are the intellectual property of Esri
(Copyright© Esri. All rights reserved.), and are used herein under license. For more
information about Esri® software, please visit www.esri.com.
Geospatial data for the Tony Grove study area and surrounding areas were
acquired via the Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center (AGRC), unless
otherwise stated. For more information about the Utah AGRC, please visit
www.gis.utah.gov.
Cave Conservation Statement
Under U.S. Code Title 16, Chapter 63, the Federal Cave Resources Protection Act
of 1988, information concerning the specific location of any significant cave shall not be
made available to the public. For more information about the Federal Cave Resources
Protection Act of 1988, please visit http://uscode.house.gov. In compliance with this act,
the specific locations of caves in this study are not indicated herein.
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RESULTS
Mapping
Geologic Mapping
Geologic mapping of the Tony Grove area for this study shows major differences
from Dover (1995) and minor differences from Oaks and Runnells (1992). A NNEtrending syncline, here informally named the Naomi Peak Syncline (Appendix D), is
mapped through the Tony Grove study area. This syncline is a continuation of the unnamed NNW-trending syncline mapped by Oaks and Runnells (1992) near the northern
boundary of the Mt. Elmer quadrangle. The Logan Peak Syncline, west of the fold pair,
terminates near the southern boundary of the Naomi Peak quadrangle where it connects
with the NNW-trending anticline of Oaks and Runnells (1992), here informally named
the Cottonwood Canyon Anticline (Appendix D). The three folds, syncline, anticline,
syncline, can be observed in an ESE-striking ridge near latitude N 41°52' 25" in Google
Earth by rotating the view to nearly horizontal while viewing northward. See Appendix
A, Table A1 and Figs. A1.1-A1.6 for field-mapping data.
Fracture Mapping
Surface-Fracture Orientations. The Tony Grove study area was divided into four
areas for the fracture mapping study (Fig. 9). Descriptive statistics and a Rayleigh’s test
were employed to determine the mean fracture direction and if a sample mean direction
exists (Appendix A, Table A3). These statistics (reported at ±95% confidence intervals of
the mean) showed mean fracture orientations of 82±18.5, 30±5, 49±4.5, and 48±5.5
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degrees for Steam Mill Lake, Mt. Gog, White Pine Basin, and Tony Grove Basin,
respectively (Fig. 10; Appendix A, Table A3).
There are two distinctive sets of fractures that were analyzed separately to
determine the true mean direction of the two sets (Fig. 11; Appendix A, Table A3). Each
of the sets was separated into two groups, the first with fracture orientations from 0 to 90
degrees and 180 to 270 degrees. The second group contained fracture orientations
between 90 to 180 and 270 to 360 degrees. The mean primary fracture orientations for the
Tony Grove and White Pine areas are 43±1 and 41±1 degrees, respectively. The mean
secondary fracture directions are 129±1 and 125±1 degrees, respectively. The mean
primary fracture directions for the Mt. Gog and Steam Mill Lake areas are 33±2 and 43±3
degrees, respectively. The mean secondary fracture directions are 129±4 and 121±3
degrees, respectively. Data from all four areas reject the null hypothesis, evidence that
they do have a mean sample direction. For a complete list of fracture orientations for each
area see Appendix A, Tables A2.1-A2.3.
The combination of data from all four areas results in a mean primary direction of
41±0.5 degrees and mean secondary direction of 126±0.5 degrees (Fig. 11). The rejection
of the null hypothesis at an alpha value of 0.05 confirms that a mean fracture direction for
the entire study area exists.
Surface-Fracture-Spacing. Two tests were conducted on the surface fractures to
determine their average spacing. A random walk was utilized to determine overall
average spacing of fractures (Appendix A, Figs. A2.1-A2.2). Line one had an average
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Figure 10. Rose diagrams of orientations of surface fractures in the four areas in
and north of the Tony Grove study area. From north to south on the map (Figure
9): Steam Mill Lake (n=132), Mt. Gog (n=350), White Pine Basin (n=1868), and
Tony Grove Basin (n=1152). The confidence interval for the mean is 95%.
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Figure 11. Upper rose diagram shows surface fractures from all four areas
(n=3502). Below, the two main fracture sets are separated to represent the means
of the two distinctive sets. The NE to SW set has a mean orientation of 40°±0.5°,
whereas the NW to SE set has a mean orientation of 126°±0.5°. The confidence
interval for the mean is 95%.
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spacing of 26.3 m. Line two had an average spacing of 18.7 m. The average of the two
lines resulted in an overall average fracture spacing of 22.1 m (Appendix A, Table A4.1).
An analysis of the average fracture spacing across the area of maximum fracture
density was conducted across 12 non-random lines where fractures were best exposed in
the White Pine Lake area (Appendix A, Fig. A3.1) and across 9 non-random lines at the
southern end of the Tony Grove Lake area (Appendix A, Fig. A3.2). White Pine Lake
fractures yielded a mean fracture spacing of 22.8 m with 168 fractures intersected. The
Tony Grove Lake fractures yielded a mean of 18.3 m with 72 fractures intersected
(Appendix A, Table A5). The average for these two areas was 21.4 m.
Surface Fractures vs. Syncline Axis. Analysis of the axial trace of the Naomi Peak
Syncline, in the Naomi Peak quadrangle, as a uni-directional line in the direction of the
axial plunge, yielded a mean direction (reported at ±95% confidence intervals for the
mean) of 194±7 degrees. When analyzed as a bi-directional line the mean direction was
14±7 (194±7) degrees. Rayleigh’s test for uniformity resulted in the rejection of the null
hypothesis, evidence that there is a mean direction (Appendix A, Table A6).
Comparisons of orientations of the surface fractures and the orientation of the axis
of the Naomi Peak Syncline throughout the Tony Grove Lake and White Pine Lake areas,
by means of Watson’s U2 test resulted in the rejection of the null hypothesis, evidence
that the orientations of surface fractures and of the axial trace of the syncline are
significantly different (Appendix A, Table A7). Rose diagrams confirm this finding, by
showing the main dip direction of the axis is west of the primary surface fracture
direction (Fig. 12).
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Figure 12. Rose diagrams comparing the orientation of the Naomi Peak Syncline
axis in the Naomi Peak 7.5-minute quadrangle (n=38) to the surface fractures in
the Tony Grove Lake and White Pine Lake areas (n=1152). The confidence
interval for the means are 95%.
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Stratigraphic Section
A stratigraphic section was measured to identify any marker beds that could be
observed in the subsurface. The measured section was 510 m thick, starting at the contact
between the Swan Peak Formation and Fish Haven Dolomite and ending at the contact
between the Laketown Dolomite and Water Canyon Formation. See Appendix B for
stratigraphic section and marker beds.
Three prominent marker beds were observed on the surface that could be
observed in the subsurface. The first prominent marker (Fig. 13, Appendix B, Fig. B1,
Subsection A) is at the contact of the Paris Peak and Deep Lakes Members of the Fish
Haven Dolomite, 48 m above the top of the Swan Peak Formation. Here there is a distinct

Figure 13. Marker bed at the bottom of
TG 69, Black Crack Pit. The base of the
marker bed is 48 m above the base of
the Fish Haven Dolomite. Photograph
courtesy of Benjamin Zack/StandardExaminer.

30cm
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difference between the dark gray dolostone of the Paris Peak Member and the mottled
medium gray dolostone of the Deep Lakes Member (Fig. 13).
A second prominent marker (Appendix B, Fig. B1, Subsection B) is a cherty layer
approximately 95 m to 102 m above the contact of the Swan Peak Formation and Fish
Haven Dolomite. It contains numerous dark gray to black elongate chert nodules, 4 cm to
5 cm in diameter that weather to a reddish orange (Fig. 14A). This cherty layer erodes
more slowly than the surrounding rock, which results in jagged nodules that are readily
identified in the subsurface (Fig. 14B).
The third prominent marker is another cherty sequence (Appendix B, Fig. B1,
Subsection C). This lies 1.5 m to 42 m below the contact of the Laketown Dolomite and
Water Canyon Formation. This layer consists of elongate nodules of brown-weathering
chert 5 cm to 6 cm thick. These cherts are very irregular and parallel to the bedding. They
commonly appear bedded due to the large area these cherts cover (Fig. 15A). Some of the
chert in this interval consists of siliceous fossils (Fig. 15B), mostly well-preserved rugose
and tabulate corals (Budge and Sheehan, 1980b). This layer was only seen in the southern
portion of the Tony Grove Lake area where the Water Canyon Formation crops out on
the ridge between Tony Grove Lake and Cottonwood Canyon. The majority of caves in
the Tony Grove Lake study area are below this marker, and probably not affected by
these cherty bed-like layers.
A sequence of four layers (Appendix B, Fig. B1, Subsection D), observed in the
field and easily identified in Budge and Sheehan’s (1980b) stratigraphic descriptions, can
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50cm
B

5cm
Figure 14. Marker bed 95 to 102 m above the contact of the Swan Peak Formation
with the Fish Haven Dolomite. It consists of (A) dark gray to black chert, 4-5 cm
in diameter that weathers to a reddish-orange color (B), Close-up photograph
courtesy of Nathan Giles.
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Figure 15. Marker horizon 1.5 to 42 m below the Laketown Dolomite/Water
Canyon Formation contact. (A) bed-like cherts form resistant layers (arrows), and
(B) dolomite that contains well-preserved siliceous corals.
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be distinguished in some deep pits that may be used as marker beds. These layers make
up the basal Bloomington Lake Member and are between 64 m and 89 m above the Swan
Peak Formation. On a fresh surface these layers change from medium gray on the bottom,
to medium dark-gray, to medium gray, then to dark-gray on top. On a weathered surface,
from bottom to top, the layers change from medium light gray, to medium gray, to light
gray, then to a medium gray (Budge and Sheehan, 1980b).
Cave Stratigraphic Correlations
Table 1 shows individual cave depths and the stratigraphy at the cave entrances.
Stratigraphic locations of cave entrances are estimated. Studies were not conducted in the
field to determine precise locations of cave entrances in the stratigraphic section;
therefore, the distance of the bottom of each cave above the Swan Peak Formation is
approximate. To view approximate stratigraphic correlations see Appendix E.
Cave Mapping
Cave Fractures vs. Surface Fractures.
The surveys of 16 caves resulted in 194 measured subsurface fractures (Appendix
C, Table C1). Descriptive statistics (reported at ±95% confidence intervals for the mean)
on all 194 fractures indicate a mean fracture strike direction of 47±10 degrees. The rose
diagram shows two sets of fractures, similar to results for the surface fractures (Fig. 16).
The mean primary (NE) direction for the cave fractures is 45±4 degrees, whereas the
mean secondary (NW) direction is 133±5 degrees (Fig. 17). The Rayleigh’s test for
uniformity rejects the null hypothesis for both sets of data, evidence that there is a mean
subsurface fracture direction.
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The Watson’s U2 test was employed to compare all cave fractures to surface
fractures. The results for the combined and separated data reject the null hypothesis, an
indication that the directions of cave fractures and surface fractures are significantly
different at an alpha value of 0.05 (Appendix A, Table A3 and Appendix C, Tables C1C2).

Table 1. Stratigraphic correlations for caves and their entrances in this study.
Correlations are approximate, and do not represent the absolute location within the
stratigraphic column. Correlations are based on geologic maps, Google Earth aerial
photographs, photographic evidence, and marker beds if present.
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Figure 16. Rose diagrams comparing the orientations of all fractures measured in
the caves (mean: 47±10°; n=194) to all surface fractures (mean: 46±3°; n=3502).
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Figure 17. Rose diagrams comparing the NE to SW and NW to SW fracture sets of
the cave fractures to surface fractures. The NE to SW cave-fracture set has a mean
orientation of 45°±4° and the NW to SE cave-fracture set has a mean of 133°±5°.
The NE to SW surface-fracture set has a mean orientation of 41°±0.5°, whereas
the NW to SE set has a mean of 126°±0.5° at a confidence interval of 95%.
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Individual Cave Results.
Sixteen caves were surveyed for geologic influences on their formation. These
surveys included recording orientations, dimensions, and inclinations of individual
passages, and any fractures found in each cave. For survey data and maps of individual
caves see Appendix C, Tables C3.1-C3.7 and Appendix F. Survey results for comparing
orientations of fractures to passages for each cave are shown in Figure 16. For caves with
horizontal passages that do not follow fractures, a comparison between the inclination
and the bedding was conducted.
TG 01, Pit #8. TG 01 is a pit 8 m in depth (Appendix F, Fig. F1). Field
observations indicate this pit is a solution-enlarged fracture (Appendix C, Fig. C1), with
flowstone filling the fracture on the outside part of the pit walls. The fracture strikes 70
degrees with a dip of 90 degrees. The orientation of the pit at its longest point has an
azimuth of 65 degrees (Fig. 18). This pit exists entirely within the Fish Haven Dolomite
(Appendix E, Fig. E1) based on the contacts of Budge and Sheehan (1980b).
TG 02, Woodpecker Cave. TG 02 is approximately 33 m in depth (Appendix F,
Fig. F2). Two fractures were identified in this cave. The first is in the main pit (Appendix
C, Fig. C3) with a strike and dip of 304, 90 degrees. The second fracture is in a side shaft
filled with flowstone (Appendix C, Fig. C4) NE of the main pit. Due to the flowstone, the
walls are uneven, thus only a rough measurement of this fracture could be made. The
strike is approximately 52 degrees, while the dip is roughly 80 to 90 degrees. The
entrance to the pit (Appendix C, Fig. C2) and the side shaft show similar orientations at
51 and 48 degrees, respectively. The main pit is slightly oval in shape. The azimuth at the
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Figure 18. Rose diagrams representing fracture orientation (n=1) and passage
orientation (n=1) in TG 01, Pit #8.
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pit’s longest point is 61 degrees. Rose diagrams suggest a fracture-oriented cave (Fig.
19), although no fracture was observed in the main passage with an orientation near 52
degrees. This cave exists entirely within the Fish Haven Dolomite (Appendix E, Fig. E1)
based on the contacts of Budge and Sheehan (1980b).
TG 04, Pit #6. TG 04 is a pit 6 m in depth (Appendix F, Fig. F3). Field
observations classify this pit as solution-enlarged where two fractures intersect. The pit
has a cross-like shape when observed in plan view. The main fracture strikes 122 degrees
with a dip of 84 degrees. The passage following this fracture has an azimuth of 131
degrees. The second fracture seen in the pit was very irregular, and a measurement could
not be taken. This fracture is on the NE wall of the pit, in the section of the pit oriented
250 degrees. When plotted on a rose diagram, it appears the cave is only partially
fracture-oriented, due to the missing fracture measurement (Fig. 20). This pit exists
entirely within the Fish Haven Dolomite (Appendix E, Fig. E1) based on the contacts of
Budge and Sheehan (1980b).
TG 05, GMZ Cave. TG 05 is a single pit cave 66 m deep (Appendix F, Fig. F4).
Field observations indicate this cave follows a single fracture the entire depth of the pit
(Appendix C, Fig. C5). The strike and dip of the fracture is 025, 90 degrees. The
orientation of the pit at its point of greatest length is 220 degrees (Fig. 21). This cave
exists entirely within the Fish Haven Dolomite (Appendix E, Fig. E2) based on the
contacts of Budge and Sheehan (1980b).
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Figure 19. Rose diagrams representing fracture orientations (n=2) and passage
orientations (n=4) in TG 02, Woodpecker Cave.
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Figure 20. Rose diagrams representing fracture orientation (n=1) and passage
orientations (n=2) in TG 04, Pit #6.
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Figure 21. Rose diagrams representing fracture orientation (n=1) and passage
orientation (n=1) in TG 05, GMZ Cave.
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TG 06, Double Sink Cave. TG 06 consists of one main entrance pit and two
separate, north and south, segments (Appendix F, Fig. F5). The entrance pit, roughly 31
m in depth, contains a minimum depth of approximately 20 m of snow year round
(Appendix C, Fig. C6). Previous observations by cavers suggest that this cave can remain
closed throughout the year in high-snow years and cooler summers due to snow sealing
the entrance. At the base of this snowcone, the cave splits into two segments. The
northern segment is oriented 70 degrees, whereas the southern segment is oriented 129
degrees from the entrance pit. This cave exists entirely within the Fish Haven Dolomite
(Appendix E, Fig. E3) based on the contacts of Budge and Sheehan (1980b).
Comparison of all fractures measured throughout the entire cave (Fig. 22)
indicates some of the cave follows the fractures, whereas other parts of the cave do not.
To determine which parts of the cave do not follow fractures, the cave data were analyzed
per cave segment, north and south, and per section in that segment.
The northern segment of the cave has eight sections. Sections two, three, and
eight have fracture measurements, and only sections three and eight appear to follow
them. Sections one, four, five, six, and seven do not have fracture measurements.
However, all of these sections have one or two bearings that are similar to the fractures
found in the northern segment of the cave (Fig. 23).
Field observations from the northern segment of the cave indicate section one is a
small pancake-like crawl space with pebble- to cobble-sized breakdown covering the
floor (Appendix C, Fig. C7). Section two is a room 6.5 m tall with a combination of
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Figure 22. Rose diagrams representing fracture orientations (n=22) and passage
orientations (n=16) in TG 06, Double Sink Cave.
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Figure 23. Rose diagrams representing fracture orientations (top) and passage
orientations (bottom) in the northern segment of TG 06, Double Sink Cave. Map by
Max Barker (2010, used with permission).
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sediment and breakdown on the floor. The very distinctive chert marker bed in the
Bloomington Lake Member of the Fish Haven Dolomite, 99-102 m above the Swan Peak
Formation, is exposed in sections two, three, and four (Fig. 14B). Sections three,
four, and six are narrow, and range from 0.9 to 1.4 m in width. However, in most places
along these sections they range from 2.3 to 4.3 m wide. Field observations were not made
for sections five, seven, and eight.
The southern segment of the cave begins with a 22-m long section that can be
split into three sections (Fig. 24). All three sections of the southern segment of the cave
have boulder-sized breakdown covering the floor. Sections one and three do not appear to
follow the fractures present in this portion of the cave, but section two does follow the
fractures. This section is noticeably cooler than the rest of the cave. The walls near the
SW end of section two are covered with a thin layer of ice at times. The ice converges to
a low point next to the north wall of section three. A small vertical hole is present next to
the wall at this low point, into which melt water disappears. This middle part of the
southern segment of the cave contains cavities filled with calcite spar, solution
breccias, and flowstone in the walls (Appendix C, Fig. C8-C9). These features are not
found in any other section of Double Sink Cave.
TG 08, Thundershower Cave. TG 08 has a strong primary NNE to SSW
orientation (Appendix F, Fig. F6). Due to the wide range of fracture orientations
throughout the cave, the cave fractures could not be analyzed as a whole (Fig. 25).
Thundershower Cave consists of the entrance and eight survey sections (Figs. 26-27),
separately analyzed for orientations and fractures. The cave completes a full loop by
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Figure 24. Rose diagrams representing fracture orientations (top) and passage
orientations (bottom) in the southern segment of TG 06, Double Sink Cave. Map by
Max Barker (2010, used with permission).
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Figure 25. Rose diagrams representing fracture orientations (n=23) and passage
orientations (n=20) in TG 08, Thundershower Cave.
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Figure 26. Rose diagrams representing fracture orientations and passage
orientations in the upper portion (Entrance - Room 3) of TG 08, Thundershower
Cave. Map by the Salt Lake Grotto (1969, used with permission).
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Figure 27. Rose diagrams representing fracture orientations and passage orientations
in the lower portion (rooms 4-8) of TG 08, Thundershower Cave. Map by the Salt
Lake Grotto (1969, used with permission).
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splitting at section two and connecting at section five. The cave formed in both the
Laketown and Fish Haven Dolomites (Appendix E, Fig. E3) based on the contacts of
Budge and Sheehan (1980b).
The entrance to the cave is oriented NE to SW. Fracture data show the entrance
orientation is approximately 10 to 20 degrees counterclockwise of the fracture
orientations. However, field observations indicate the entrance opens along the face of a
fracture (Appendix C, Fig. C10). The long axes of sections one and two (Fig. 26) indicate
that they do not follow the fractures found in those rooms. Section two contains
speleothem, including flowstone and stalagmites. Section three has an orientation of 196
degrees, almost exactly between two sets of fractures. The fractures in this section are
oriented at 20 to 30 and 80 to 100 degrees. Fractures in section four (Fig. 27) are oriented
at 10 to 20 degrees.
Section five is the lowest section in the cave, and completes a loop with adjacent
sections four and six. This section is oriented between 30 and 70 degrees, while its
fractures are more widely spaced. They are oriented 20 to 30, 100 to 120, and 170 to 180
degrees. The floor of section five is covered in fine sediment that contains transient
stream structures (e.g. ripples) (Appendix C, Fig. C11), and can be completely filled with
water during high-water-runoff years.
Section six is the passage connecting sections five and seven. The orientation of
the passage ranges from 10 to 180 degrees. No fractures were found in this passage.
Section seven connects section two to section six, and is oriented at 165 degrees. One
fracture measuring 140, 80 degrees was in this section. Section eight is full of breakdown
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and contains a “loft” in the upper portion of the room. Near the eastern end of the section
flowstone is present on the walls and soda straws on the ceiling. The orientation of
section eight ranges from 0 to 30 degrees in the lower breakdown areas. The “loft” in the
upper portion of the section is oriented 80 degrees and continues eastward into a small
crawl space which is impassable due to the fragile soda straw formations on the ceiling.
TG 10, Polje Cave. TG 10 is a SW-trending, fracture-controlled cave (Appendix
F, Fig. F7). Based on the rose diagrams (Fig. 28), the entire cave follows the dominant
NE- to SW-oriented fractures measured in the cave. This cave exists entirely within the
Laketown Dolomite (Appendix E, Fig. E4) based on the contacts of Budge and Sheehan
(1980b).
TG 17, Polygamy Cave. TG 17 is one of four horizontal-entrance caves surveyed
(Appendix F, Fig. F8). This cave has 418.5 m of surveyed cave passages (Kowallis, 2004,
written communication). All but the last two pits, Second and Third Wife’s pits, were
surveyed for this study. This cave exists entirely within the Laketown Dolomite
(Appendix E, Fig. E4) based on the contacts of Budge and Sheehan (1980b).
The entrance passage is 62 m in length, with a mean bearing of 264 degrees.
Seven sections were surveyed in the entrance passage (Fig. 29). When all seven sections
are plotted on one rose diagram, it shows that the fracture orientations and the passage
orientations may not be similar (Fig. 30). However, a Watson’s U2 test on the entrancepassage orientations and fracture orientations resulted in the rejection of the null
hypothesis (Appendix C, Table C4), indicating that the entrance passage orientations and
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Figure 28. Rose diagrams representing fracture orientations (n=33) and passage
orientations (n=21) in TG 10, Polje Cave.
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Figure 29. The seven surveyed sections of the entrance passage of Polygamy Cave,
TG 17, are separated to show the correlation between orientations of the individual
surveyed passages and the fractures found within those sections. Map by Brandon
Kowallis (2004, used with permission).
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Figure 30. Rose diagrams representing entrance-fracture orientations (n=33) and
entrance-passage orientations (n=7) in TG 17, Polygamy Cave.
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the fractures are similar. Breakdown covers the majority of the floor of the entire
entrance passage.
All but two sections past the entrance passage show similarities between the
passage orientations and some of several fracture orientations (Fig. 31). The Sand Castle
Room and the adjacent down-cave section show few similarities with respect to the
passage orientations and fractures. These two sections have NE to ENE orientations,
while the fractures are roughly perpendicular to them. The last section in the cave past
Persecution Crawl is oriented 130 degrees. However, no fractures were observed in this
section.
TG 24, Wiggles Cave. TG 24 is a cave 15.9 m deep (Appendix F, Fig. F9), and is
entirely within the Laketown Dolomite (Appendix E, Fig. E5) based on the contacts of
Budge and Sheehan (1980b). The cave drops vertically from the entrance 7.8 m to the top
of a small sloped (-35 degree inclination) passage. There is a small bedding-plane
partition that has been eroded back into the wall near the bottom of the entrance drop.
Near the end of this passage, a vertical fracture intersects the passage with a strike of 285
degrees. This fracture is 2 m in width and 3+ m in length. There are also rounded pebbles
made of flowstone on small ledges as well as flowstone on the walls of the sloped
passage that are covered in sediment.
At the end of the sloped passage is a 3.9-m vertical pit. The bottom of this pit is
approximately 3.4 m in length and 3.0 m in width. A thin layer of sand-sized particles
covers the floor and walls in the end pit. The pit is also full of breakdown and flowstone.
The bottom of the pit may be forming along two parallel fractures. However, due to the
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Figure 31. Rose diagrams representing fracture orientations and passage orientations
in TG 17, Polygamy Cave. Map by Brandon Kowallis (2004, used with permission).
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amount of dissolution to the cave walls, the fractures, if present, are hard to distinguish.
Comparison of the one measured fracture with the orientations of the three cave sections
(Fig. 32) shows no close relationship among them. With no relationship between the
fracture and the sloped passage, the slope of the passage was analyzed with the dip of the
nearest measurement of surface bedding outside the cave. The nearest bedding
measurement is 94, 7 degrees. Therefore, the dip direction would be 184 degrees, which
is 23 degrees east of the passage orientation (Fig. 33). The dip of the passage is 35
degrees, 28 degrees steeper than the dip of the beds.
TG 25, Corner Post Pit. TG 25 is a pit 13 m deep (Appendix F, Fig. F9), that
formed along multiple closely-spaced fracture sets (Fig. 34; Appendix C, Fig. C14)
entirely within the Laketown Dolomite (Appendix E, Fig. E5) based on the contacts of
Budge and Sheehan (1980b). The strikes of the fractures are oriented between 60 and 90
degrees with one fracture in the middle passage oriented at 312 degrees. All the fracture
dips are between 75 and 85 degrees. The orientation of the passages follows these
fractures, although the main entrance to the pit is a steep, 45 degree muddy slope oriented
at approximately 174 degrees. The rose diagram comparing fractures to passage
orientations (Fig. 35) show this sloped area does not follow the cave fractures. However,
this section of the pit is controlled by surface fractures and opens along the length of the
fractures, with the entrance slope perpendicular to them.
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Figure 32. Rose diagrams representing fracture orientation (n=1) and passage
orientations (n=3) in TG 24, Wiggles Cave.
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Figure 33. Rose diagrams illustrating the passage slope (n=1) compared to the
nearest bedding dip direction (n=1) in TG 24, Wiggles Cave. The bedding dip is 7°
at a bearing of 184°. The passage slope descends at an angle of 35°, at a bearing of
207°.
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Figure 34. Fractures in the main entrance of Corner Post Pit. The entire pit formed
along closely spaced fractures. Outcrop faces east.
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Figure 35. Rose diagrams representing fracture orientations (n=5) and passage
orientations (n=3) in TG 25, Corner Post Pit.
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TG 27, Glacier Cave. TG 27 is a large pit cave approximately 61 m deep
(Appendix F, Fig. F10) that lies entirely within the Fish Haven Dolomite (Appendix E,
Fig. E1) based on the contacts of Budge and Sheehan (1980b). The entrance pit follows a
large fracture-oriented 42 degrees for the cave’s entire depth (Appendix C, Fig. C15). In
the fall of 2013 the entrance pit was filled with approximately 46 m of snow; however,
depending on winter precipitation and summer temperatures, there may be more or less
snow in the entrance pit.
At the base of the entrance pit is a large main room. This room follows a major
fracture bearing approximately 210 degrees for 62 m. The fracture runs through the
middle of the room; however, two other fracture measurements were taken along the
length of the SE wall of the room. The strikes and dips of these fractures were 216, 90
degrees in the SW part of the cave, and 23, 90 degrees near the central to NE part of the
cave. The two fractures along the SE wall may be the same fracture but this relationship
could not be observed in the field (Fig. 36). The base of the NW wall of this large room is
in part tubular in shape. This shape is confined to the central portion of the cave where
snow accumulates.
To the east of the main room a small room diverts away from the main passage
(Appendix F, Fig. F10). The roof of this room is a bedding plane striking 223 degrees and
dipping 8 degrees to the SW. This room has a maximum height of 1.7 m, contains mostly
silty material on the floor, and has small soda straws hanging from the ceiling.
Breakdown from the main large room enters this room and creates talus piles where there
are openings between this room and the main room.
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Figure 36. Rose diagrams representing fracture orientations (n=3) and main passage
orientation (n=1) in TG 71, Glacier Cave.
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TG 35, Snowcone Cave. TG 35 is a small horizontal cave, consisting of three
nearly circular rooms (Appendix F, Fig. F11). The lithology in and surrounding the cave
appears very weathered, and does not resemble any of the stratigraphy described in the
area (Appendix C, Fig. C16). Although the lithology appears to be altered, the cave is in
the Laketown Dolomite based on the contacts of Budge and Sheehan (1980b).
No fractures were observed in the three circular rooms. The floors of the rooms
are covered in soil, most likely a silty material. The second room contains very small
amounts of breakdown in the center of the room. Water lines were observed in 2010, the
most prominent mark at 0.5 m above the floor of the room (Appendix C, Fig. C17).
However, water marks could be seen up to 1.3 m above the floor in the middle room.
A small passage 3 m above the floor of the middle room extends approximately
17 m to the north. This upper passage contains three fractures, striking 185, 350, and 20
degrees from front to back. The passage orientations in this upper passage are 195, 145,
180 and 32 degrees from front to back. When plotted on a rose diagram (Fig. 37), the
fractures and passages in this upper passage are nearly identical; only one section of the
passage does not follow the fractures.
TG 54, Heaven’s Gate Cave. TG 54 is a large pit cave 34 m deep (Appendix F,
Fig. F12) with large amounts of snow and ice present most or all of the year. An
estimated 8-11 m of breakdown creates a cone-like deposit directly below the cave
entrance. This estimate assumes the floor of the cave beneath the breakdown pile is
horizontal. Only two walls were surveyed in the cave due to large amounts of ice buildup
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Figure 37. Rose diagrams representing fracture orientations (n=3) and passage
orientations (n=4) in the upper passage in the second room of TG 71, Snowcone
Cave. The three main rooms in TG71 are nearly circular, and do not follow
fractures.
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that made the NE and SSW walls inaccessible. The two walls surveyed were developed
along fractures with strikes and dips of 045, 76 degrees on the east wall and 205, 88
degrees on the NW wall (Fig. 38; Appendix C, Fig. C18). A small room on the north side
of the cave was not surveyed due to ice. This cave exists entirely within the Fish Haven
Dolomite (Appendix E, Fig. E1) based on the contacts of Budge and Sheehan (1980b).
TG 66, Main Drain Cave. TG 66 is 374 m in depth and 3.7 km in length (Shurtz,
2014, written communication; Appendix F, Figs. F13.1-F13.7.) The cave begins in the
Laketown Dolomite and extends down into the Fish Haven Dolomite based on the
contacts of Budge and Sheehan (1980b) (Appendix E, Fig. E6). The deepest point in the
cave is approximately 67.5 m above the Swan Peak Formation contact (Table 1). The
survey for this study reached a depth of 152 m and 122 m in length. The survey started at
the entrance pit, not including the Highlands (Appendix F, Fig. F13.2) and finished at
Waterfall #3 in Waterfall Canyon (Appendix F, Fig. F13.3).
Main Drain’s entrance pit consists of segments at two levels. The first level is
approximately 37 m to 46 m vertically below the entrance. It contains a snowcone
approximately 9 m in height directly below the entrance, and the floor is covered in
pebble- to boulder-sized breakdown. The Highlands connect to this level from the north.
The second, lower level of the entrance pit is 28.6 m vertically below the base of
the first level and 65.6 m to 74.6 m below the cave entrance. A snowcone approximately
9 m in height and 13 m in diameter builds up from the floor of the lower level.
The entrance to Main Drain Cave opens along a fracture. Fractures in the entrance
pit have a strong NE to SW trend as well as a secondary trend of ESE to WNW (Fig. 39).
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Figure 38. Fractures measured in TG 54, Heaven’s Gate Cave. Map illustrates only
where the cave fractures are present in the cave and how they influence the cave’s
orientation.
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The lower level room mainly forms along NE- to SW-trending fractures with the longest
axis of the room oriented 250 degrees. The orientations of the first level are similar, but
were not measured due to the large snow-cone that covers the majority of the level.
Deception Passage to the top of Leaky Faucet Pit was bypassed in this survey due
to the lack of time available for trips to Main Drain Cave. However, field observations
indicate this passage may follow the same fracture seen in the SE portion of the entrance
pit. Leaky Faucet Pit is a 73-m vertical drop that follows a fracture-oriented 25 degrees
with a dip of 88 degrees. Approximately 30.5 m from the bottom of the pit is a landing
where water can be heard in the distance at the same level as the landing, however the
source of the water is unknown. This water continues downward to the bottom of Leaky
Faucet Pit, where it forms the head of the stream that flows through the canyon down
cave. Due to its long horizontal extent, the stream was only surveyed for orientation and
inclination (Appendix C, Table C3.7).
Along the length of the passage, a cherty layer crops out at stream level. The chert
is brown in color, and lies approximately 300 m above the Swan Peak Formation
(Appendix E. Fig. E6). This cherty layer was used to correlate the upstream and
downstream sections of the passage. Observations of the stream in profile view and
correlation of the discontinuously-exposed cherty layer indicates that the resulting
inclination is 5 degrees downward (Fig. 40). In map view the direction of stream flow
ranges from 100 to 270 degrees (Figs. 40-41). Based on the map view of the stream it
was split into seven sections after surveying, based on the overall direction of the stream.
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Figure 39. Rose diagrams representing fracture orientations (n=23) and passage
orientations (n=3) in the entrance pit of TG 66, Main Drain Cave.
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Figure 40. Main Drain Cave stream survey from Leaky Faucet Pit to Waterfall #3.
Connecting chert layers on the stream profile (right) indicates an apparent bedding
inclination of -5 degrees.
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When there was a major change in direction, a new section was defined (Fig. 41). Surface
bedding, recorded near Main Drain, is oriented 161, 09 degrees near Waterfall Canyon,
118, 06 degrees near Overflow Hall, and 133, 02 degrees west of Neff’s Canyon.
Two intersecting fractures occur in stream section 3, 77 m from the bottom of
Leaky Faucet Pit (Figs. 40-41). These fractures divert the flow along their strikes, 135
and 206 degrees from upstream to downstream, but there is no change in stream gradient.
TG 69, Black Crack Pit. TG 69 is a pit cave 58 m deep that follows a fracture for
the entire depth of the cave (Appendix F, Fig. F14). The fracture was measured in two
places, at the bottom of the pit and approximately 17 m above the bottom. The fracture at
the bottom of the pit was 204, 82 degrees, while the measurement 17 m above the bottom
was 231, 81 degrees. The orientation of the pit at its longest point, wall to wall, was
measured at three different depths. The bottom of the pit has an azimuth of 220 degrees,
whereas 17 m below the top of the pit is 218 degrees. At the entrance, it is oriented 214
degrees. Rose diagrams show the pit orientation falling directly between the two fracture
readings (Fig. 42). The cave exists entirely within the Fish Haven Dolomite (Appendix E.
Fig. E2) based on the contacts of Budge and Sheehan (1980b).
TG 71, BRG Cave. TG 71 is a nearly horizontal cave approximately 131 m in
length (Appendix F, Fig. F15). The cave passages contain large amounts of breakdown
covering the floors and have tall vertical walls that appear to follow fractures. Fourteen
sections were surveyed, which yielded an overall average cave orientation of 178
degrees. Rose diagrams show that the orientations of fractures and passages (Fig. 43) are
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Figure 41. Main Drain Cave stream survey from Leaky Faucet Pit to Waterfall #3
with the stream sectioned to show the shifting direction of the stream from a
down-dip direction to strike-oriented direction.
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Figure 42. Rose diagrams representing fracture orientations (n=2) and passage
orientations (n=3) in TG 69, Black Crack Pit.
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nearly identical, ranging from NW to NE throughout the entire cave. The cave exists
entirely within the Fish Haven Dolomite (Appendix E. Fig. E1) based on the contacts of
Budge and Sheehan (1980b).
Dye Tracing
Two dye traces were conducted on June 24, 2012 (Table 2). The first injection,
dye-input site 7 (Fig. 44), was at the southern-most end of the White Pine basin
area, approximately 0.13 km west of the Naomi Peak Syncline axis and 0.8 km west of
Mt. Magog. The stream flow was roughly 0.38-0.64 L/s. The second dye injection, dyeinjection site 8 (Fig. 44), was approximately 0.25 km west of the Naomi Peak Syncline
axis and 0.7 km west of Mt. Magog, in the central to southern portion of the White Pine
Lake area. The stream flow was approximately the same as at dye-injection site 7.
Activated charcoal packets and cotton linen detectors in Main Drain Cave were collected
18 days after the dye injections, and 21 days after for Wood Camp Hollow Spring. Table
2 and Fig. 44 illustrate all dye traces conducted from 1991 to 2012 for Wood Camp
Hollow Spring. Both traces were positive at Main Drain’s Overflow and at Wood Camp
Hollow Spring (Appendix E, Fig. E6) and negative at Main Drain’s Neff’s Inlet and Kilo
Inlet.
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Figure 43. Rose diagrams representing fracture orientations (n=28) and passage
orientations (n=17) in TG 71, BRG Cave.

Table 2. Dye traces resulting in a positive recovery at Wood Camp Hollow Spring (Modified from Spangler 2001; 2011,
written communication). Traces in 2012, conducted for this study, extended the known basin for Wood Camp Hollow
Spring northward 428 meters.
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Lake

Figure 44. Dye-trace results conducted from 1991 to 2012 for Wood Camp
Hollow Spring. Trace numbers correspond to Table 2. Modified from Spangler
(2001; 2011, written communication).
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Fracture Analysis
In an effort to understand how fracture orientation relates to cave formation and
groundwater flow in the Tony Grove Lake and White Pine Lake areas, fracture
orientations, apertures, and spacing exposed on the ground surface as well as in the caves
were measured. For the purpose of discussion, the fractures are presented in two
categories, surface fractures and cave fractures. The following section will discuss the
analysis of the fracture data and how the surface and cave fractures relate to the trace of
the Naomi Peak Syncline axis (formerly the Logan Peak Syncline axis in the study area),
to local and regional extensional faulting, and to one another. The discussion also
includes analyzing surface-fracture spacing and its relation to a high percentage of
fracture-controlled caves. The following three hypotheses were tested:
(1) Fractures are primarily oriented parallel to and perpendicular to the axis of the
Naomi Peak Syncline. However, if this hypothesis proves incorrect, then the
fracture orientation will be parallel to and perpendicular to the local and regional
normal faulting.
(2) A moderate to high density (close lateral spacing) of fractures will be reflected
in a high number of fracture-controlled caves.
(3) Fracture orientations in the subsurface will be similar to fracture orientations
at the surface.
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Surface-Fracture Analysis
The axis of the Naomi Peak Syncline has a mean plunge direction of 194 degrees
(Appendix A, Table A6). The 38 field measurements indicate that the syncline plunges to
the SSW through the Tony Grove Lake and White Pine Lake areas. When analyzed as bidirectional data with surface-fracture orientations, the Watson’s U2 test resulted in the
rejection of the null hypothesis (Appendix A, Table A7). This suggests the majority of
the surface fractures are not primarily oriented parallel or perpendicular to the axis of the
syncline. The hypothesis is therefore, false. The secondary hypothesis was then tested.
The current stage of extension results in dominantly NNW- to NNE-striking
normal faulting throughout the region (Link and Janecke, 1999; Yonkee and Weil,
2011b). These orientations are more consistent with the NNE to SSW trend of the Naomi
Peak Syncline in the Tony Grove Lake area and the Logan Peak Syncline in the Logan
Canyon area. Faults mapped in the Bear River Range, in the immediate region (Oaks and
Runnells, 1992; Dover, 1995; Evans et al., 1996) also show a NNE to SSW strike. A
small number of minor faults have a NE to SW strike in the range. These observations
also indicate the fractures in the Tony Grove study area are not oriented parallel or
perpendicular to the local and regional normal faulting as hypothesized. The origin of
these fractures was not investigated in this study. However, future studies may find this
data beneficial in relating fractures to the compressional or extensional stresses that
occurred during the Sevier Orogeny, Laramide Orogeny, or Basin and Range Extension.
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Surface-Fracture-Spacing Analysis
The mean fracture spacing in the White Pine Lake area is 22.1 m. The mean
fracture spacing across areas of maximum fracture density is 22.8 m, essentially
equivalent to that of the mean fracture spacing. However, the mean fracture spacing
across areas of maximum fracture density at the southern part of the Tony Grove Lake
area is 18.3 m, 20% less than that of the White Pine Basin area.
Fractures in the White Pine Lake area are in the Fish Haven Dolomite and lower
Laketown Dolomite. Whereas, fractures in the southern Tony Grove Lake area, are
entirely in the Portage Canyon, Jack Valley, and Decathon Members in the upper
Laketown Dolomite. Field studies were not conducted to determine if the decrease in
fracture spacing in the Tony Grove Lake area is due to the change in stratigraphic
position. The lateral changes may result from differences in bedding thickness, degree of
burrowing, chert control, or subtle variations in composition. Such lateral changes may
increase or decrease the fracture spacing, which in turn may influence development of
cave passages, vertically and horizontally, as well as lateral spacing between caves.
The widths of fractures in the Tony Grove Lake and White Pine Lake areas can
only be measured as low as the orthophotograph resolution of 1 ft (30.5 cm) allows. The
majority of fractures do not exceed 2.7 m in aperture. However, thousands of fractures
with smaller widths were seen in the field. There are a few notable fractures in the
southern Tony Grove Lake area that span approximately 7 m in width. These large
fractures create low areas filled with rubble and vegetation with vertical cliffs on either
side.
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Cave-Fracture Analysis
With thousands of fractures and close lateral spacing between them, it was
expected that there would be a high percentage of fracture-controlled caves. Of the 16
caves surveyed, 15 had major fracture control on their formation and orientation of their
passages. Only one cave, TG 35, showed no clear fracture control. In all 16 caves 80% of
all passages surveyed were clearly fracture controlled. These findings agree with the
hypothesis that there is a high percentage of fracture control in caves in the Tony Grove
study area.
The comparison of all measured cave fractures to the surface fractures with the
Watson’s U2 test resulted in the rejection of the null hypothesis, evidence that the cave
fractures and surface fractures are significantly different. When comparing data of the
primary and secondary fracture sets, the mean fracture directions are still significantly
different. Rose diagrams show the cave fractures to be shifted in the clockwise direction
from the surface fractures (Fig. 16).
This difference in orientation between the surface fractures and the subsurface
fractures may be due to the method of collection. The surface fracture orientations were
collected via aerial photographs whereas the cave fractures were measured in the field.
The challenge of measuring fracture surfaces in the field (uneven surfaces due to
dissolution or speleothem deposition) will contribute to the wider spread in the data.
Alternatively, it may be possible that the difference in orientation between the
surface and subsurface fractures may be due to rotation of the fractures as the depth
increases from the surface. However, this study did not yield enough subsurface data at
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varying depths to test this hypothesis. Future studies may test this by measuring single
deep fractures that span great depths within caves, at 15-m increments from the surface
until they reach the cave floor or is no longer distinguishable. Many, if not the majority,
of the caves in the study area descend along single fractures for a considerable distance,
in many cases for the entire depth of the cave. With precise measurements of depth it
may be possible to determine the orientation of the fracture at multiple depths. A pattern
may become apparent if fractures from many different caves are measured across the
Tony Grove study area.
Orientations of surface fractures and subsurface fractures suggest the two are
significantly different. However, the 95% confidence intervals (Fig. 17) for the means
overlap. The mean for the NE to SW set of fractures on the surface is 40±0.5 degrees,
whereas the mean for the cave fractures is 45±4 degrees. The mean for the NW to SE set
of fractures on the surface is 126±0.5 degrees, whereas the mean for the cave fractures is
133±5 degrees. The 95% confidence intervals indicate the surface fractures and cave
fractures may not be significantly different, even if there is a statistically significant
difference between the two data sets based on the Watson’s U2 Test. Therefore, the
hypothesis stating the fracture orientations in the subsurface will be similar to fracture
orientations at the surface is not rejected. However, neither the cave fractures, nor the
surface fractures, are parallel or perpendicular to the orientation of the Naomi Peak
Syncline.
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Cave Analysis
To understand how the structure and stratigraphy in the Tony Grove study area
influence the formation of cave passages and their orientations, the data collected in
individual caves were analyzed separately as opposed to analyzing all the caves as a
whole. Analysis of individual caves facilitates testing of the two hypotheses presented in
this study:
(1) Individual passages will be dominated by one of the main orientations of the
fractures present.
(2) Passages in the vadose zone, where not controlled by fracture orientation, will
follow a down-dip trend or nearly down-dip trend of the local bedding planes or
an orientation between the dip of the local beds and the nearby axial plunge of a
nearby syncline (Naomi Peak Syncline).
For the purpose of discussion, the caves are split into four categories, three of
which involve subsurface fractures. The three categories involving subsurface fractures
are categorized into: single-fracture pits or pit caves, two-fracture caves, and multiplefracture caves. Each of these becomes successively more complicated, and requires more
discussion, respectively. The fourth category discussed is the non-fracture-controlled
cave.
TG 01, 05, and 69 (Pit #8, GMZ, and Black Crack, respectively) are all singlefracture pits or pit caves. These pits all follow one fracture that is present for the entire
depth of the cave, which formed by the solutional enlargement of the fracture. They all
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form rather narrow pits relative to their lengths. These caves will not be discussed in
further detail.
TG 02, 04, 27, and 54 (Woodpecker, Pit #6, Glacier, and Heaven’s Gate,
respectively) are all pits or pit caves with two fractures. Woodpecker and Pit #6 have
intersecting fractures, where the cave formed mainly at the point of intersection. Glacier
and Heaven’s Gate have two parallel or nearly parallel fractures, where the cave has
formed between the two. For this study they are designated as two-fracture caves.
TG 06, 08, 10, 17, 24, 25, 66, and 71 (Double Sink, Thundershower, Polje,
Polygamy, Wiggles, Corner Post, Main Drain Cave, and BRG, respectively) are caves
with more than two fractures. For this study, caves with more than two fracture directions
will be referred to as multiple-fracture caves. All of these caves have some horizontal
extent, with the exceptions of Wiggles and Corner Post caves. TG 35 (Snowcone Cave) is
the only non-fracture-controlled cave in this study. Further discussions of the individual
two-fracture and multiple-fracture caves follow.
Two-Fracture Caves
TG 02, Woodpecker Cave. TG 02 has formed along one main joint that is clearly
seen in the side shaft north of the main pit. This joint is not as easily observed in the main
pit due to the large amount of dissolution of the cave walls. However, the main pit
entrance (Appendix C, Fig. C2) shows signs of forming along a joint oriented the same as
the joint measured in the side shaft.
When comparing the main pit to the side shaft, the main pit is far different. The
pit is larger in dimensions and has no flowstone, unlike the shaft, which is completely
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covered with flowstone (Appendix C, Figs. C3-C4). The difference in morphology
between the main pit and the shaft may be a result of differences in ages or in the
fractures present in those sections. The shaft was most active during times of speleothem
deposition, most likely before the last glacial advance in the area. The main pit has been
active in more recent years, during times of high dissolution and little deposition.
However, it is also possible the two sections of TG 02 were forming simultaneously.
While the ages of the two sections are unknown, it is apparent that the two pits
were not always connected. The flowstone in the side shaft is only interrupted at the
connection between the two sections. This suggests the main pit had more dissolution
than the shaft. The larger pit is associated with an intersecting joint in the main pit. This
joint intersects the 61-degree-oriented passage with a strike of 304 degrees. While this
intersecting joint does not have a large influence on the cave orientation, its presence
facilitates more flow through the cave, which allows more dissolution. Greater
dissolution may have destroyed evidence of deposition that existed when the shaft was
active.
The main pit is full of breakdown and does not show many signs of water flow;
however, the side shaft is covered in flowstone. The flowstone indicates a downward
vertical flow path most likely from surface runoff. Woodpecker Cave does not show any
signs of horizontal flow in the explored sections.
TG 04, Pit #6. TG 04 has formed at the intersection of two joints. The pit is more
pronounced along the joint bearing 122 degrees. However, field observations show a very
irregular joint in the adjoining passage. The two intersecting joints create a pit in the
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shape of a cross. There is no indication of water flow in this pit, and it is most likely only
fed with direct recharge from the surface.
TG 27, Glacier Cave. TG 27 has formed along a fracture that runs through the
middle of the cave. The cave walls have enlarged east and west away from this main
fracture. However, the entrance to the cave (Appendix C, Fig. C15) has enlarged
westward along a smaller parallel fracture. Although this cave is considered a fracturecontrolled cave, the base of the room has started to develop outward, east and west, along
a bedding plane. This room becomes lower in height as it expands east and west. There is
also a change in the amount of breakdown covering the floor. The main room is covered
in large blocks of breakdown, whereas near the edges of the room and where solution has
occurred along the bedding planes, the floor of the room has more fine sediment and very
little breakdown. This indicates there has been more interaction of water with the
surrounding rock at the base of the room.
Although water flow was not directly observed in the field, the cave walls indicate
water most likely fills some of the cave, probably by direct snowmelt. Water flow
features from were not found along the floor of the cave, and field observations indicate
that the water may escape via diffuse infiltration under the buildup of snow. The floors
not covered in breakdown have very little to no dip. Rapid water flow in the main room
cannot be ruled out due to the large amount of breakdown that may mask flow features.
Glacier Cave is fracture controlled through the entire length of the cave. The
inclination of the cave is also consistent with its location on the eastern limb of the
Naomi Peak Syncline, with a decrease in altitude toward the southwest.
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TG 54, Heaven’s Gate Cave. TG 54 has formed along two parallel fractures, with
both fractures making up two parallel walls of the cave. The floor is completely covered
in breakdown and creates a cone extending from the entrance to the opposite wall (Fig.
38). The large amount of breakdown makes it difficult to examine any water interaction
at the base of the cave. However, it is noticeable that throughout a large portion of the
year there are large amounts of ice. The ice builds up on the walls and the breakdown
surface, and creates ice stalagmites and ice walls.
With large amounts of water building up in the form of ice, speculation can be
made about the water-flow patterns in Heaven’s Gate. Based on field observations in the
summer of 2013, the majority of the ice builds up as giant ice stalagmites in the eastcentral part of the cave and at the southern end of the pit. This buildup of ice is from
water flowing in from above; however, the ice at the southern portion of the cave shows
patterns of water flow that appears to have moved toward the southeastern wall, which is
consistent with the bedding dip of 6 degrees to the southeast. No further investigation of
the ice or water flow was conducted.
Multiple-Fracture Caves
TG 06, Double Sink Cave. TG 06 is both fracture controlled and non-fractured
controlled. The cave is split into northern and southern segments, and spans
approximately 152 m in length NE to SW.
The southern segment (Fig. 24) has formed along a fracture that spans the entire
length of its section two. This section contains karst breccias and spar-filled pockets in
the walls and ceiling (Appendix C, Figs. C8-C9). These suggest that this fracture may
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have developed along a zone of prior weakness. This relationship may be the defining
factor in the existence of section two in the southern segment of the cave.
Section three in the southern segment of the cave is not controlled by the fracture
present in section two; the section is nearly perpendicular to it (Fig. 24). While section
two is full of breakdown, indicating little active dissolution, the third section contains
considerably less breakdown, and contains thin ice sheets on the walls. Water converges
at the northern wall of the section three, where it descends vertically through a small,
impassable, hole. The water for this section of the cave is most likely sourced from the
sink directly adjacent to the main entrance pit and directly above the room.
The northern segment (Fig. 23) of the cave is more complex than the southern
segment. It consists of eight sections, made up of both passages and rooms that vary in
size and shape. Sections three and eight follow the measured fractures in those sections.
Sections one, four, five, and seven appear to follow the fracture orientations measured
elsewhere in the northern segment of the cave.
Sections four and six are passages and are most likely extensions of the fractures
found in sections three and eight, respectively. Dissolution and the presence of chert
nodules (Fig. 14B) have most likely masked the original presence of the fractures. The
narrow passages, in relation to the greater depth suggest that these two passages are
fracture controlled. While the open shape of section five suggests that dissolution has
occurred, the fissure at the back of the section suggests that it is also influenced by a
fracture.
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Section one likely is not influenced by any fractures in the cave. The low ceiling
and pancake-like shape (Appendix C, Fig. C7) suggest it formed by water flow. Section
two also has little or no obvious fracture control on its orientation. The observed fractures
are perpendicular to the orientation of the section (Fig. 23). Minimal breakdown and lack
of inclination in section two suggest it may be more influenced by water than fractures.
This section also sits at a low spot in the northern segment, as seen in the profile of the
cave (Appendix F, Fig. F5). Water from higher areas in the cave to the NE most likely
travels SW and may pools in section two, if there is a greater amount of input than
output. However, the water likely does not collect and stay for long periods of time as the
tunnel in the floor of section two helps to drain the room, which prevents long-term
pooling.
The entrance pit of TG 02 has formed along fractures, which is clearly visible in
photos (Appendix C, Fig. C6). The cave entrance fills with snow that closes the cave until
late fall and sometimes year round. This closure prevents researchers from observing
water levels or flow in the cave during the runoff period.
TG 08, Thundershower Cave. TG 08 has formed mainly along multiple NE- to
SW-oriented fractures. It trends NE to SW from the entrance to the bottom of the cave.
The cave contains nine sections, including the entrance pit, and makes a loop after section
two (Figs. 26-27). The entrance pit and sections four and seven are clearly fracture
controlled (Figs. 26-27). However, the rest of the cave requires more analysis to
determine if additional passages are fracture controlled.
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The entrance of the cave opens along a fracture clearly apparent in the field
(Appendix C, Fig. C10). The snow-cone in the entrance pit exists year round, although it
shrinks through the warmer months. The entrance pit also clearly shows past water flow.
Flowstone on the walls of the entrance suggests water once flowed down the walls of the
pit. The algae buildup on the flowstone, however, suggests that, although water still flows
down the entrance walls, flowstone is likely not actively growing in the entrance pit of
the cave.
The entrance drops into section one, which is a large domed room with a floor
covered in breakdown. Rose diagrams (Fig. 26) for section one suggest it is not fracture
controlled; however, this may be an artifact in the data due to the position of the fractures
and dissolution of the cave walls through time. Fractures run through the room and with
the presence of older flowstone in the entrance and in some parts of section one, the
water may have widened the room to the point where the widest portion is no longer in
the direction of the fractures.
Section two connects section three to the west with sections seven and eight to the
north-northeast, this completes a loop in the cave (Figs. 26-27). This section is a room
with some breakdown on the floor, however, there are more water-formed features here
than there is breakdown. The water flow is in the form of dripping and standing water.
This room contains the cave’s most prominent flowstone features, including stalactites,
stalagmites, columns, and a pool with rimstone. The water drips through fractures and
bedding planes on the ceiling and flows down the walls, with the majority flowing down
the eastern wall. The water collects in the pool during the wet season; however, during
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the late summer and fall, the pool is often empty, which suggests that there may be an
outlet for the water to continue into the subsurface or that it evaporates.
Data for section two (Fig. 26) suggest it is not fracture controlled; however, it
may be similar to sections one and three where time and dissolution have skewed the
data. Because the majority of the water flows down the east wall of the room, the room is
naturally wider there. That caused the widest point in the room to measure, not in the
direction of the fractures. This in turn, could result in an artifact in the data. However,
during the survey of this cave, a map was not available, so the fractures were not marked
on the map. Without further mapping of this particular section, it is hard to determine if it
is truly fracture controlled and water has widened the room through time, or if the room
has fractures running through it but is not controlled by them.
Section three is a room covered in breakdown, and is similar to section one. It is
clear in the field this room forms along fractures, but the data suggest otherwise. Field
observations indicate sections one and three are connected and are possibly connected
with the same fracture running through both. Sound from section one can be heard in
section three, even though section two is the only section connecting the two sections that
is passable for human travel. This suggests the sections are connected in some way,
whether it is via a fracture or a breakdown blockage.
Sections five through eight (Fig. 27) contain water flow through spring runoff and
into early summer. The stream flows into section eight from an unknown source, and then
through sections seven, six, and the northern part of section five before feeding into a
pool in the SE portion of the room. Section five fills with water during snowmelt runoff
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due to an outlet constriction. More water comes in than can drain, so the room fills with
water throughout the spring season and into early summer. The decrease in flow velocity
as the water enters the room causes a buildup of fine sediment where the pool forms
(Appendix C, Fig. C11). This increase in water volume in the room results in the
presence of very little breakdown.
Sections eight and seven are oriented in the direction of fractures found in the
sections (Fig. 27). Section six connects sections seven and section five via a small
passage that consists of breakdown for the entire length of the passage. No fractures were
surveyed in the passage; however, its small, stair-stepped shape that is covered in
breakdown suggests the passage may be fracture influenced.
Section five is similar to section two. Water had a large influence on the shape of
the room although fractures may influence its orientation. This section would need more
detailed mapping to clearly determine if this section is fracture controlled.
All the water in the cave collects in the SW portions of sections two and five. The
strikes and dips of the nearby beds directly reflect this flow direction. The NE to SW
trend of the cave also reflects that of the NE to SW surface fractures. This relationship
between the water flow to the SW and the cave orientation along the NE to SW fractures,
leads to the conclusion that Thundershower Cave needs more detailed mapping in
sections two, five, and six to clearly determine if these sections are truly fracture
controlled or if they are more influenced by the stratigraphic layers in which they form.
TG 10 Polje Cave. TG 10 has formed along multiple fractures along the entire
length of the cave (Fig. 28). The main orientation of the fractures and the passages is NE
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to SW. Water flow was not observed during the time of surveying; however, oral reports
from other cavers say that water can be heard flowing in the lower reaches of the cave
that are too tight for human exploration.
TG 17, Polygamy Cave. TG 71 is largely fracture controlled (Figs. 29-31), not
including the un-surveyed end section at Third Wife’s Pit (Appendix F, Fig. F8). Only
four of the thirteen surveyed sections in the cave are not fracture controlled: two sections
in the entrance, the Sand Castle Room, and the Sand Castle Room’s adjacent down-cave
passage before Persecution Crawl.
Although the rose diagrams for the entrance passage orientations and the fracture
orientations are not identical, at first glance it would appear the passage may fracture
controlled (Figs. 30). However, when the passage is split into its seven surveyed sections,
sections five and seven do not follow the fractures found there (Fig. 29). Although the
fractures cut through these sections in the entrance passage, the passage itself does not
follow the orientation of the fractures.
Sections five and seven in the entrance passage are far too steep, -32 and +30
degrees, respectively, to be following the dip of the beds, which is about 12 degrees SW.
However, the breakdown covering the floor may give the illusion that the inclination is
steeper or shallower than that of the actual floor. Section five of the entrance passage may
be concealing water flow beneath its breakdown which may mask vital details on why
this section does not form along the fractures present here. In this section the passage
orientation is almost directly between the two fracture measurements. Perhaps this
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section of the cave is the result of rock dissolution between the two relatively close
fractures that gives the passage a down-dip direction but not a down-dip angle.
Section seven is at the distal end, with an inclination of +30 degrees. This is due
to the buildup of breakdown at the end of the passage. The breakdown may also conceal
water flow along the cave floor. It is known that water accumulates under this section in a
small crawl that leads to the Revelation Room.
Water flow in the cave was not observed until the first major drop in altitude at
Choices Pits. Here the water flows in from above. The flow ranges from a small,
continuous waterfall to a drip seasonally. At the bottom of the pit, the water flows under
boulders and reappears down-cave in the Sand Castle Room. This room is properly
named, as its entire floor is covered in fine sediment. The stream has cut down through
the sediment to create a stream channel that flows through the room and continues downcave. The stream is lost under breakdown boulders as it nears Persecution Crawl. The
stream continues to flow under the breakdown through Persecution Crawl for an
unknown distance, and disappears. It is unknown if the water from the stream re-emerges
down-cave although speculation suggests it flows down through First Wife’s Pit.
The stream in the Sand Castle Room flows toward Persecution Crawl at an
inclination of approximately -4 degrees; however, instead of flowing down dip toward
the SW, the stream flows NW to NNE until it reaches the fractures that make up the latter
half of the cave. The underlying cause for this may be the fractures in the Sand Castle
Room. These fractures are oriented E to NE, compared to the room orientation of nearly
N (Fig. 31). The section after this room is oriented in the same direction as the fractures
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in the Sand Castle Room. Following this passage is the fracture-oriented Persecution
Crawl.
The flow direction through the Sand Castle Room and its down-cave adjacent
passage may be influenced by closely spaced fractures instead of one dominant fracture.
The closely spaced fractures allow water to move from the up-cave large fractures to the
down-cave large fractures. This may account for the passage orientations that do not
reflect that of the fracture orientations in this small section of the cave, so that water
flows opposite the dip direction.
TG 24, Wiggles Cave. TG 24 is a small vertical cave with only one measured
fracture. This fracture is perpendicular to the cave passage, and has no influence on the
orientation of the passage. This narrow fracture ends at the intersection of the fracture
and the passage (Appendix F, Fig. F9). While this is the only fracture clearly visible, the
cave has other indications that it is influenced by fractures that are no longer apparent.
At the base of the entrance drop is a steeply inclined (-35°) passage that descends
toward the end of the cave. This steep passage does not appear to be influenced by the
local bedding with a 7 degree dip (Fig. 33). At the base of the entrance drop is a welldefined bedding plane that has been eroded by water and has created a knickpoint in the
cave wall at the base of the drop. This bedding plane may be the termination point where
the vertical entrance fracture intersects the bedding plane. The bedding plane may not
contain a partition suitable for water flow along its bedding, thus water that travels
between the termination point of the entrance fracture and any fractures down-cave create
a steep but not vertical passage.
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At the end of the cave is another small vertical drop with no visible fractures.
However, this section of the cave may still be influenced by fractures. The vertical profile
suggests water has reached a fracture, while the map view suggests the water may have
reached multiple small intersecting fractures.
The relationship between the steep passages, vertical drops, and eroded walls
suggests that this cave is influenced by multiple fractures that are no longer apparent due
to the high amount of dissolution in the surrounding bed rock.
TG 25, Corner Post Pit. TG 25 has formed along multiple parallel and
intersecting fractures (Fig. 34; Appendix C, Fig. C14). The multiple parallel fractures are
consistent with the pit’s location along the axis of the Naomi Peak Syncline.
TG 66, Main Drain Cave. TG 66 is the largest cave explored in the Tony Grove
study area. The cave consists of a series of deep vertical drops and long horizontal
passages and canyons. The size of the cave, with its horizontal components, makes it the
ideal cave to study the influence of structure and stratigraphy on cave formation in the
study area. However, due to the large size, only the entrance pit through Waterfall #3 in
Waterfall Canyon was surveyed.
The entrance (Deception Pit) has formed along fractures (Fig. 39). Deception
Passage and Ryan’s Ice Climb (Appendix F, Fig. F13.3) appear to have formed along the
same fractures in the SE portion of the entrance pit. Little can be disputed about the
influence of fractures in the first parts of the cave. It is not until the descent of Leaky
Faucet Pit that the line between fracture control and stratigraphic control becomes
blurred.
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The top of Leaky Faucet Pit is narrow and vertical, a striking example of how
fractures can influence the formation of large vertical drops in alpine caves. As the depth
increases, the fracture widens. Approximately 30 m above the base of the drop, a ledge is
present. Here, water enters from an unknown source to the north, most likely from melt
water in the entrance pit. The water then drops to the base of the pit, where it begins its
nearly horizontal stream flow down-cave toward Waterfall Canyon and Frayed Knot
Falls Pit.
The profile of this stream has a gradient of -5 degrees from the base of Leaky
Faucet Pit to Waterfall #3 (Fig. 40). A brownish cherty layer is present in many places
along the length of the stream. This brownish chert corresponds to the Tony Grove Lake
Member of the Laketown Formation and possibly hinders downward movement of water.
The gradient of the stream along the cherty layer suggests the stream is following
bedding and thus, follows the approximate dip of the beds. The regional bedding
measured at the surface above Waterfall Canyon has a strike of 161 degrees and a dip of
09 degrees. The stream gradient in this section of the cave is consistent with the dip of the
beds, and in profile view, appears to flow down the dip of the beds (Appendix F, Fig.
F13.7). However, as the map indicates (Appendix F, Fig. F13.1), the stream does not
follow a straight path downstream; it shifts direction from SW to SE six times. The
stream survey is split into seven sections (Fig. 41), each of which follows the orientation
of the stream. The stream shifts from the SW quadrant to the SE quadrant as it travels
downstream from Leaky Faucet Pit to Waterfall #3. Comparison of these shifts to the
strike and dip of the regional bedding indicates sections three and five are oriented in the
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approximate direction of dip, whereas sections two, four, and six are oriented in the
approximate direction of strike.
When comparing of the stream gradient (Fig. 40) against the apparent dip of the
beds, 57% of the stream measurements have a lower gradient than the apparent dip,
which is expected. Conversely, 43% of the stream measurements are steeper than the
apparent dip. If the stream flowed down the dip of the beds, the gradient of the stream
should not be steeper than the highest degree of dip possible. However, Palmer (2007)
indicates that, even though streams cut canyons down through the bedrock and generally
create uniform profiles, these profiles can be interrupted by small waterfalls and rapids.
This is what is seen in the stream profile (Fig. 40). The steeper parts of the profile are
attributed to areas where small waterfalls are located.
While the profile of the stream between Leaky Faucet Pit and Waterfall #3
suggests it is following the approximate dip of the beds, the stream orientation may be
influenced by something other than the dip of the beds. The orientation of the stream
shifts from approximately down dip to approximately along strike (Figs. 40-41). These
orientations are also very similar to those of the surface fractures. The high walls and
narrow width of the canyon rule out a phreatic origin (Palmer, 2007), suggesting the
strike-oriented parts of the stream may originally be influenced by flow along fractures.
The surface fractures are oriented the same as the canyon and the strike-oriented parts of
the stream suggest this may be the case. The stream may have followed the fractures until
it cut down through the bedrock, creating the sinuous entrenched canyon observed today
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with no obvious characteristics of fractures (i.e. nearly flat face). This would explain the
strike-oriented parts of the stream.
The influence on the strike-oriented stream sections in the higher, nearly
unreachable, levels of the canyon may be fractures. This would suggest the stream
initially followed strike-oriented fractures before cutting down through the bedrock.
These strike-oriented fractures are then connected via down-dip flow. It is also possible
that the down-dip oriented sections of the stream are also influenced by the SW-oriented
fractures seen on the surface (Fig. 41). This would suggest that some portions of stream
are influenced by intersecting fractures.
The larger and wider sections of the stream tend to flow along the strike-oriented
parts of the canyon. This may be an indication of a more fracture-controlled passage. In
many of the other caves in the Tony Grove area, cave sections with nearly horizontal
passages were influenced by fractures and have greater amounts of breakdown. As seen
in Polygamy Cave, the entrance passage is relatively high in height, has wider passage
widths, and the floor is covered by breakdown. The passage is also influenced by the
fractures located within it. In Main Drain Cave, the Big Easterly Room (Appendix F, Fig.
F13.3) has the same features. The room is very high, wide, and full of breakdown.
Conversely, the down-dip section of Caviar Canyon is narrow along its length until it
reaches the next transition near the Ringtail Cat Attic. These observations lead to the
possibility that the stream flowing in the direction of strike is most likely influenced by
fractures, while the stream flowing down-dip is not. However, it does not rule out the
possibility of fractures controlling the orientation of the entire stream.
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Looking at the entire mapped cave, (Appendix F, Fig. F13.1) the same SE and
SW patterns are present throughout. With the hypothesis that the cave is both fracture and
non-fracture controlled, the rest of the cave past Frayed Knot Falls Pit would result in an
approximately 50/50 split of the passages being fracture-oriented and oriented in the
direction of dip.
There are characteristics in profile view (Appendix F, Fig. F13.7) that suggest
there is a change in pattern past the bottom of Kilo Pit. While it still shows SE to SW
changes in passage orientation, the large stair-stepping pattern in the upper reaches of the
cave has diminished. Neffs Canyon to the NE appears to follow the approximate dip of
the beds of the lower Tony Grove Lake Member of the Laketown Dolomite and steadily
drops into the upper Bloomington Lake Member of the Fish Haven Dolomite down-cave
over a distance of approximately 183 m. This is consistent with the same observations
made in the surveyed section past Leaky Faucet Pit.
Observations in the surveyed section past Leaky Faucet Pit suggest the stream has
some stratigraphic control on its downward development. A cherty layer was present at
the base of the canyon along many sections of the stream. The chert in this layer may
slow the rate of dissolution and down-cutting into the underlying stratigraphic layers.
Conversely, the stratigraphy in the Neff’s Canyon profile indicates the passage
has formed at the boundary of the bottommost layers (Appendix B, Figure B1, layers no.
17 and 18) of the Tony Grove Lake Member of the Laketown Dolomite (Appendix F,
Figure 13.7). According to the descriptions of these two units (Budge and Sheehan,
1980a), the overlying (layer no. 17) medium light-gray dolostone is very finely
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crystalline, thin bedded, and contains randomly-oriented rugose corals. The underlying
(layer no. 18) dark-grey to medium dark-grey dolostone is also very finely crystalline but
is thick-bedded and contains sub-angular to sub-rounded pebbles (1.3-5 cm) and unoriented, poorly preserved, broken and abraded tabulate and rugose corals. This layer also
contains frosted quartz grains at the top of the unit. The presence of the pebbles and the
frosted quartz grains may be a stratigraphic control for the formation of Neff’s Canyon
along this contact.
The thicker bedding may also influence the fracture spacing within the unit. All
the units below the no. 18 contact with layer no. 17 range from medium- to thick-bedded
(Budge and Sheehan, 1980a). The thicker bedding would result in a lower fracture
density (Ladeira and Price, 1981), which would decrease the chances of water descending
into the lower stratigraphic units via fractures. Alternatively, the thinner beds of layer no.
18 would result in higher fracture density. The change from the overlying thinner beds to
the underlying thicker beds, or the change from a higher fracture density to a lower
fracture density, may result in less downward development of the cave. This can result in
a single passage that steadily follows the thinner bedded, more densely fractured, layer as
observed in Neff’s Canyon.
Near the bottom of Kilo Pit, Overflow Hall appears to rise in stratigraphic
position in profile view. Reports from cavers who have made it to the bottom of the cave
also indicate the passage appears to be rising in stratigraphic position in this section of
the cave (Peter Hartley, 2012 written communication). This apparent rise in the
downstream passage suggests a possible phreatic influence (Klimchouk et. al., 2000).
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However, a possible drop in water level may have left this section of the cave in the
vadose zone with little to no flow outside that occurring during spring runoff. Reports
from cavers indicate that during runoff, water will rise up from lower levels and spill over
the top of Deeper than Neffs Pit and flow rapidly down-cave through Overflow Hall at
depths of approximately 1.5 m (Peter Harley, 2016 written communication). This
suggests the water table may be just below the bottom of the cave and during spring
runoff, the water level rises and floods Overflow Hall. The shape of the passage is
circular to elliptical, which suggests water has had a large influence on this passage and
that this portion of the cave may be phreatic in origin.
Alternatively, it is possible the water table is much deeper and the water in
Deeper than Neff’s Pit is a result of constricted passages below the pit. As more water
enters the cave, these passages cannot accommodate the increased water volume. The
water is forced to rise into the upper portions of the cave, temporarily flooding higher
passages. In Main Drain Cave’s case, during spring runoff passages below Deeper than
Neff’s Pit are overburdened by the increased water volume. The water rises via Deeper
than Neff’s Pit, spills over the pit and is funneled down-cave via Overflow Hall. As the
water volume decreases the water level drops and it retreats from Overflow Hall, leaving
the passage with only standing water outside of spring runoff.
This annual flood of Overflow Hall can explain the circular- to elliptical-shaped
passage. However, the reports that the passage is rising in stratigraphic position is not
consistent with passages formed in the vadose zone. Perhaps there is a local structural or
stratigraphic change in the surrounding bedding that is not seen at the surface above the
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cave. Such changes could give the appearance that the passage is rising in stratigraphy,
however without further geologic mapping of the cave in Overflow Hall this cannot be
conclusive.
Overall, the upper sections of the cave above Kilo Pit, show a large influence
from fractures. These fractures create large drops, causing the cave to descend rapidly in
depth over a short distance, approximately 330 m over 290 m, respectively. However,
fractures are not a major influence on the downward development of passages in the cave
below Kilo Pit. This section of the cave, Neff’s Canyon through the end sump, has over
300 m of nearly horizontal passages with no large vertical drops as seen in the upper
portions of the cave. This leads to the hypothesis that bedding planes and saturated flow
have more influence on the passages below Kilo Pit. However, without further study of
the pits and passages past Waterfall #3, only speculation can be made on whether water is
following down-dip along the bedding or along fractures. And without further study of
the sumps at the bottom of the cave, it cannot be concluded whether there are phreatic or
structural and/or stratigraphic influences on Overflow Hall and at the end of the cave.
TG 71, BRG Cave. TG 71 has formed along multiple fractures for the entire
length of the cave. These fractures cause the passages to be tall and narrow. The
dominant fracture orientation is NW to SE, although fractures measured in the cave span
almost 360 degrees in orientation (Fig. 43).
The entrance and section nine (Appendix F, Fig. F15) are large open rooms that
contain multiple fractures. The entrance formed between two nearly parallel fractures,
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whereas section nine has formed at the intersection of nearly perpendicular fractures. The
rest of the sections in the cave follow the orientation of the fractures.
Evidence of horizontal water flow was only present in the entrance. A small
stream that comes from the SW flows towards the entrance. It then travels NE into the
entrance where it empties into the large entrance-room sink at the western edge of the
room. With the entrance on the eastern limb of the syncline and on the Mt. Magog cliff
line, it is possible the water that flows into the entrance is not part of the Wood Camp
Hollow Spring basin. The water may flow outward to the surface and down the cliff line
to empty into the White Pine Lake area, where it continues down White Pine Creek.
However, without further investigation it is unknown where the water from this cave
discharges.
Non-Fracture-Controlled Cave
TG 35, Snowcone Cave. TG 35 is completely horizontal. It consists of three
consecutive circular, domed rooms with a small passage connecting the first and second
rooms. An upper passage is above the second room. The three main rooms in the cave
have very little breakdown, and appear to have formed predominantly by water with no
apparent structural influences. These rooms may fill with water during the annual
snowmelt, and appear to drain diffusely through the floor. A stream was observed to flow
under the snowcone at the mouth of the cave. Stream features in the passage connecting
the second room to the first indicate water flows from the second room to the first.
Water lines on the cave walls are visible in the second room of the cave, evidence
that the cave has partly filled with water. The highest water mark measured in 2010 was
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1.3 m above the floor; however, the most prominent water mark was 0.5 m above the
floor (Appendix C, Fig. C17). Snow barricading the entrance to the cave allows
meltwater to fill up behind it, thereby ponding water in the cave.
The upper passage of the cave, above the second circular room, is almost
completely fracture controlled (Fig. 37). The fractures do not extend into room two.
However, because the upper passage makes up a small portion of the cave, the cave is
considered non-fracture controlled.
A detailed study of the lithology was not conducted in Snowcone Cave or its
surroundings, and bedding planes were not observed in the cave. However, the rock
appears locally altered to a sponge-like surface, which does not match any lithology
described in the area or observed in any nearby caves (Appendix C, Fig. C16). Locally,
there appear to be cobble-sized sub-angular to sub-rounded rocks embedded in the walls.
This cave may have formed in an area of weakness created by paleokarst or in an area
with a greater water flow and higher permeability than that of the surrounding rock.
However, the origin of the cave, the horizontal passages and domed rooms, and the
sponge-like texture of the cave walls do not seem to be influenced by the fractures in the
upper passage or fractures measured outside the cave.
Cave Analysis Conclusions
As predicted, most passages that are fracture controlled are oriented in the
direction of the measured fractures. This is the case for all the single- and two-fracture
pits and caves that were studied. However, in contradiction to the hypothesis that
individual passages will follow one of the main orientations of the fractures present, not
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all passages containing fractures follow the fracture orientation. This is the case in many
of the larger caves and pits that contain more than two fracture directions.
A striking example of a passage not following the prominent fracture in its
passage is in TG 24, Wiggles Cave. The fracture near the end of the cave is nearly
perpendicular to the passage it intersects (Appendix F, Fig. F9). Two more examples are
in Polygamy Cave. In portions of the entrance passage and locally in the Sand Castle
Room (Fig. 31), the fractures are nearly perpendicular to the passage orientation.
Although these passages may be fracture controlled, they did not form in the directions of
the observed fractures. While the majority of cave passages in the Tony Grove study area
are fracture controlled, many passages are not oriented as predicted, parallel to the
predominant fracture.
The hypothesis that passages in the vadose zone, where not controlled by fracture
orientation, will follow a down-dip trend of the local beds or an intermediate orientation
between the dip and a nearby syncline axis, is inconclusive. There is only one cave
studied, TG 66 (Main Drain Cave), that contains passages long enough to evaluate this
hypothesis. The stream present in the cave shifts from approximately down dip to
approximately along strike as it travels from Leaky Faucet Pit to Frayed Knot Falls. The
shifting stream orientation could be due to the stream following those fractures oriented
near the strike direction but then approximately following the bedding dip as it travels
from one strike-oriented fracture to another. However, the stream may follow unobserved
fractures with down-dip orientations as it flows down through the cave, based on the two
nearly perpendicular directions of surface fractures (Fig. 11; Fig. 31).
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This uncertainty makes conclusions tentative until a more detailed study of the
Main Drain Cave and other descending caves with significant horizontal extent can be
conducted. Such a study should include surveying the stream throughout its entire length
to determine its orientation and absolute gradient. While the current map of Main Drain
Cave (Appendix F, Fig. F13.1) can be used to aid in this study, a precise stream
orientation and gradient study along with a more detailed analysis of structure and
stratigraphy should be conducted to determine the role of geologic influences (i.e.
fractures, bedding, or lithology) on water movement through the cave. Future mapping
past the sump at the end of this cave will also help determine if the cave continues to
follow similar down-dip and along-strike orientations. If the cave is following
intersecting fractures, it may show similar characteristics to that in the upper portions of
the cave. Such a study will also help determine if the cave has reached the phreatic zone
or if the water is pooling behind a constriction in a passage.
These conclusions can act as a guideline for future fracture studies and mapping
projects for caves. In all cases, it is important to accurately map the locations and
orientations of fractures and passages within the caves as well as the depths above or
below the cave entrances. Such data can also test the tentative conclusions reached here
that fracture orientations in the subsurface are similar to fracture orientations at the
surface. A more accurate assessment of the geology within each cave also will help
identify where the cave encounters certain stratigraphic contacts and beds. This should
help to resolve whether or not certain stratigraphic layers influence dissolution and downcutting rates within each cave studied. Understanding the stratigraphic influences on
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water movement through each cave will help determine the vadose or phreatic origins of
passages. Such influences in caves in the Tony Grove study area will be discussed in
greater detail next in the next section.
Hydrologic Interpretation
Structure mapping of the Tony Grove study area and the head of Cottonwood
Canyon to the south revealed that the Logan Peak Syncline is not a single, broad syncline
extending from Idaho south past Logan Canyon to East Canyon as indicated on the U.S.
Geological Survey map of the Logan 30x60-minute quadrangle (Dover, 1995). The
current study extends the fold pair mapped by Oaks and Runnells (1992) in the Mt. Elmer
quadrangle northward into the Naomi Peak quadrangle, where it intersects and offsets the
syncline axis to the east northward (Appendix D). This fold pair plays a large role in
separating the Dewitt Spring and Wood Camp Spring groundwater basins from one
another. For differentiating the fold pair from the Logan Peak Syncline in this study, the
folds are informally named the Cottonwood Canyon Anticline (CCA) and the Naomi
Peak Syncline (NPS).
Structure mapping in the Mt. Elmer and Naomi Peak quadrangles indicates that
the Logan Peak Syncline terminates near the head of Cottonwood Canyon, where it
intersects the CCA; the axes of the Logan Peak Syncline and the CCA merge at this
point. Evidence of this and the existence of the NPS are shown by analysis of the
measured strikes and dips (Appendix A, Table A1, Figs. A1.1–A1.6), 1963 black-andwhite aerial photographs, and Google Earth images. This mapping indicates that the NPS
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extends into the Tony Grove Lake area and continues northward past the Steam Mill
Lake area.
Based on the data collected for this study, the NPS plunges approximately 8
degrees from White Pine Lake to the southern portion of the Tony Grove Lake area. The
plunge increases south of Tony Grove Lake to about 14 degrees before shallowing to
about 6 degrees in the Wood Camp Hollow area. This southern plunge pattern is also
seen in the Logan Peak Syncline, which steepens northward near South Fork in
Cottonwood Canyon but shallows southward from South Fork to Logan Peak (Oaks,
2013, written communication).
Figure 44 and Table 1 show the results of dye tracing from spring 2012 and prior
traces made by Spangler (2001; 2011, written communication). All of these traces
resulted in a positive dye recovery at Wood Camp Hollow Spring. All traces to this
spring indicate that water flow is above the Swan Peak Formation and north to northeast
of the CCA (Fig. 45).
The influence of the fold pair is seen more clearly when all of Spangler’s data are
plotted on a single map (Fig. 46). All tracers injected west of the CCA and south of its
termination at the Logan Peak Syncline resurface at Dewitt Spring. These results suggest
that the CCA acts as a structural barrier between the Dewitt Spring basin and the Wood
Camp Hollow Spring basin (Fig. 45).
It is also apparent that any tracer injected into stratigraphic units below the Swan
Peak Formation remains below the formation, resurfacing at Rick’s Spring and Logan
Cave, and that any tracer injected above this formation remains above it (Fig. 47),
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resurfacing at Dewitt Spring and Wood Camp Hollow Spring. As stated by Spangler
(2001) and Bright (2009), the Swan Peak Formation appears to create a barrier to
transverse water flow. The dominant shales in the lower member of the Swan Peak
Formation (Francis, 1972; Schulingkamp, 1972) clearly hinder the downward and upward
flow of water. It would take a fault offsetting the entire layer to allow water to flow into
over- or underlying formations. There are no mapped faults that fully offset the Swan
Peak Formation in the area of this study.
The Swan Peak Formation creates a barrier for the karst aquifer in the Garden
City Limestone below it, and therefore, that aquifer should be evaluated separately.
Further studies are needed to determine the hydrologic properties of karst aquifers below
the Swan Peak Formation.

Figure 45. Interpretation of water flow in the vadose zone along the Logan Peak
Syncline, Cottonwood Canyon Anticline, and Naomi Peak Syncline. The depth to the
water table and underlying phreatic zone is unknown.
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Explanation
Db Beirdneau Formation
Dh Hyrum Dolomite
Dwc Water Canyon Formation
Sl Laketown Dolomite
Ofh Fish Haven Dolomite
Osp Swan Peak Formation

Figure 46. Dye-trace results for Dewitt Spring and Wood Camp Hollow Spring show
relations to the Logan Peak Syncline, Cottonwood Canyon Anticline, and Naomi Peak
Syncline. Modified from Spangler (2001; 2011, written communication).
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Figure 47. Dye-trace results for the four major springs along the north side of the
Logan River. The Swan Peak Formation appears to be a barrier to water flow from the
injection sites to the recovery sites. Modified from Spangler (2001; 2011, written
communication). Geologic map by Dover (1995). Faults by Oaks and Runnells
(1992).
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Additional structural influences on the flow systems are evident at the scale of
individual caves. Structural control can be seen in the overall orientations of those caves
with significant horizontal extent. The passage orientations of these caves, and especially
Main Drain Cave, trend both down dip and also parallel to strike (Fig. 48). While the
overall orientations of passages show some influence of the NPS axis on the formation of
the caves, the fracture control can be seen in both the profile view and map view of the
caves. Not only do the caves stair-step into the subsurface, as expected in alpine caves,
but they also have a tendency to shift direction at approximately 90 degrees as they
encounter perpendicular fractures.
Inter-cave dye traces may show more than just structural control on water flow in
the subsurface. Three dye traces conducted to date connect injection sites to the north
with Main Drain Cave (Table 2). All three have resulted in a positive recovery in
Overflow Hall (Fig. 49). All of these traces were injected on the western limb of the NPS,
yet the dye was recovered at a lower altitude on the eastern limb (Appendix E, Fig. E6).
The stratigraphic correlations for the injection sites also show that the recovery site in
Main Drain Cave is higher stratigraphically than the injection sites. If the stratigraphic
correlation for Overflow Hall is correct, and if there are no subsurface structural or
stratigraphic changes relative to the surface, water from the surface where the dye was
injected may reach the phreatic zone before reaching Overflow Hall.
If the water continued only in the vadose zone, with no passage constrictions or
extensive fractures that cross the NPS axis, it would not re-emerge on the east limb of the
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Main Drain Cave

Polygamy Cave

Figure 48. Orientation of large caves with horizontal components in relation to the
axis of the Naomi Peak Syncline and geologic strike. Cave outlines created by Jon
Jasper (2016, used with permission).
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Figure 49. Positive dye-trace results through Overflow Hall in Main Drain Cave and
relation to Naomi Peak Syncline. Number indicates dye-injection site in table 2.
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syncline; it would continue to travel downward with gravity, eastward toward the NPS
axis. Once it reached the syncline axis it would flow SSW along the axis. In this case
water travels east toward the axis as expected, then crosses the Naomi Peak Syncline
axis and re-emerges on the eastern limb (Fig. 49).
This evidence suggests the water may reach the water table as it nears the
southern portion of the Tony Grove Lake area. At that point, the flow shifts from flowing
down dip to flowing down the hydraulic gradient approximately along the strike of the
beds (Fig. 7). This is consistent with the strike of the beds near the Overflow Hall passage
(Fig. 49); however, Overflow Hall is in the vadose zone. The detection of dye here may
result from upwelling that brings the water back into the vadose zone where it was
detected (Spangler, 2013, oral communication). This is consistent with the observations
that Deeper than Neff’s Pit overflows during Spring runoff, while flows in Neff’s inlet
and Kilo inlet (Appendix F, Fig. F13.4) does not change (Peter Hartley, 2016 written
communication).
Upwelling is a probable conclusion due to results of the dye traces. The activated
charcoal detectors were placed in Neff’s inlet and in Kilo inlet to determine if the dye
came down any of the streams from up-cave, whereas the detectors placed in Overflow
Hall were intended to detect dye from these two streams and any water that entered the
cave from below. The detection of dye only in Overflow Hall indicates the water had to
come up from somewhere, presumably Deeper than Neff’s Pit, rather than coming down
any of the up-cave streams.
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If this conclusion about the phreatic zone is correct and based on the water levels
in Deeper than Neff’s Pit and in the sump at the end of Main Drain Cave, the water table
is approximately120 m or less above the Fish Haven contact with the Swan Peak
Formation in the southern portion of the Tony Grove study area. However, in the absence
of wells in the area it is difficult to estimate the thickness of the vadose and phreatic
zones and the location of the water table.
Alternatively, a series of intersecting fractures that cross the NPS axis may divert
water across the axis to the eastern limb without having to reach the phreatic zone. The
NE- to SW- and NW- to SE-orientation of the cave and surface fractures (Fig. 17) could
potentially create a path across the syncline for water to travel. Once the water reaches
the end of the fracture trace, the water would travel back towards the syncline axis. This
is seen in Main Drain Cave’s Overflow Hall. Water crosses the syncline axis from the
injection site to the recovery site in Overflow Hall and travels southwest back towards the
syncline axis as it travels down-cave.
In addition to fractures guiding the water across the syncline axis, the rise in
stratigraphic position from the injection sites to the recovery site can be explained by
upwelling due to a constriction in lower, undiscovered, Main Drain Cave passages. The
fractures would divert the water across the syncline axis and flow down-cave before
reaching a constriction in the passage. This constriction would allow the water to back-up
behind it, flooding the lower passages and creating pools of water in some of the upper
passages. In Main Drain Cave this would be the pools of water in Deeper than Neff’s Pit
and the sump at the end of the cave. During spring runoff, the constriction in these lower
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passages would be overwhelmed by the increased volume of water. The water would be
forced to rise and overflow Deeper than Neff’s Pit before flowing down-cave. This rise of
water due to a passage constriction would explain the rise in stratigraphic position from
the injection sites to the recovery site in Overflow Hall.
The relationship between passage constrictions and flooding is seen in TG 08,
Thundershower Cave. Room five (Fig. 27; Appendix F, Fig. F6) contains a constriction
where the water flows out of the room. During spring runoff, the increased volume of
water in this room causes the water to back up behind the constriction, flooding the room.
Once the volume of water decreases, the water is able to drain through the constriction,
emptying the room completely.
The evidence presented supports the hypothesis that a mapped SE-oriented fold
pair diverts subsurface water flow toward Wood Camp Hollow Spring from the Tony
Grove Lake and White Pine Lake areas (Fig. 46). Dye-trace evidence also suggests that,
although local flow paths are difficult to determine, the overall flow may be strikeoriented as it moves toward Wood Camp Hollow Spring. However, without knowledge of
the position of the water table from wells or caves in this zone it is difficult to
quantitatively or qualitatively determine the influence of strike on the system.
Future studies of Main Drain Cave and diving explorations past the sump may
lead to a greater understanding of the structural and lithologic influences on the system as
well as the location of the water table and groundwater flow patterns. Such future work
could increase the knowledge of the hydrogeology of the Tony Grove karst system in
relation to the Wood Camp Hollow Spring basin.
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Hydrologic Conclusions
A SE-oriented fold pair lies between Tony Grove Lake and the SSW-trending axis
of the Logan Peak Syncline. These folds, the NPS and the CCA, divert water flow toward
Wood Camp Hollow Spring. Structural mapping revealed that the Logan Peak Syncline
does not continue north into the Tony Grove Lake and White Pine Lake areas. Instead,
the fold terminates at the CCA, near the head of Cottonwood Canyon. The NPS merges
with the CCA to the SSE, but continues to a point slightly east of the terminus of the
Logan Peak Syncline where the axis turns NNE.
The NPS and the CCA play an important role in diverting vadose and phreatic
water toward both Wood Camp Hollow and Dewitt Springs. The anticline acts as a divide
that separates water flow to each spring. Water entering the subsurface to the east of the
fold pair emerges at Wood Camp Hollow Spring, whereas water to the west of the fold
axis emerges at Dewitt Spring (Figs. 45-46).
This conclusion shows the great importance of geologic mapping when
investigating karst hydrology in an alpine terrain. In this case, without knowledge of the
fold pair, and other geologic factors (i.e., the Swan Peak Formation and its basal shale), it
would be difficult to accurately interpret the role of karst hydrology in this alpine karst
environment.
As stated by Spangler (2001) and Bright (2009), the Swan Peak Formation
appears to be a stratigraphic barrier to water flow traveling downward or upward through
the system. This barrier influences water flow as it travels toward Wood Camp Hollow
Spring and Dewitt Spring in formations above the Swan Peak Formation. Because little
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or no water penetrates this barrier, water is diverted downhill parallel to bedding. Flow is
influenced by joints and faults and by structural trends of the NPS and CCA. The Swan
Peak Formation also acts as a barrier to the karst aquifer below it, in the Garden City
Limestone, which supplies water to Rick’s Spring and Logan Cave. Thus, the hydrologic
system below differs hydrologically from that of the karst aquifer above the barrier.
Therefore, the conclusions drawn here for the dolomites above the Swan Peak Formation
cannot apply to the karst aquifers below the Swan Peak in this region.
This study did not focus on the NNE-trending fault approximately 270 m west of
Wood Camp Hollow Spring. However, dye traces to Wood Camp Hollow Spring indicate
the fault has little influence on the direction of flow as it travels toward the spring. Future
studies of the fault may help determine if water flows vertically or horizontally along the
fault trace.
Future cave studies in this area can use these results to further investigate the
stratigraphy, structure, and hydrology of this alpine karst system. Thoroughly studying
the geology within the caves will help determine where each cave encounters certain beds
within the stratigraphic column. This can help determine whether or not certain
stratigraphic layers have more influence on dissolution and down-cutting rates within the
cave. Studies on how the stratigraphic thickness affects the fracture density in the Tony
Grove study area may help determine if the fracture spacing within certain units influence
why some passages have a lack of downward development. Lastly, geologic and
hydrologic mapping within these caves will more accurately determine vadose and
phreatic flow patterns in the Tony Grove karst system.
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Appendix A. Surface Data

140
Table A1. Strike and dip
data for bedding from
field mapping.

141
Figure A1.1. Strike and dip directions measured in this study shown on geologic map
by Dover (1995). See Figure 4 for stratigraphic units shown here. The outlined insets,
A through D, correspond to figures A1.2 through A1.5.

142

Figure A1.2 (Above). Inset A. Mapped strikes and dips.
Figure A1.3 (Below). Inset B. Mapped strikes and dips.

143

Figure A1.4. (Above). Inset C. Mapped strikes and dips.
Figure A1.5. (Below). Inset D. Mapped strikes and dips.
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Figure A1.6. Strikes and
dips measured in the
Wood Camp Hollow
area. Geologic map by
Dover (1995).
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Table A2.1. Bi-directional
orientation data for surface
fractures in the Steam Mill
Lake and Mt. Gog areas.
Fracture orientations measured
from 2006 High Resolution
color Orthophotography
(HRO), 1-foot color
photographs.
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Table A2.2. Bi-directional orientation data for surface fractures in the White Pine
Lake area.
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Table A2.2. Bi-directional orientation data for surface fractures in the White
Pine Lake area.
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Table A2.3. Bi-directional orientation data for surface fractures in the Tony Grove
Lake area.

Table A3. Statistics on orientations of surface fractures. Fracture orientations measured from 2006 High Resolution color
Orthophotography, 1-foot photographs.
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150
Table A4.1. Random-walk results for distance between fractures. Red cells indicate
distances of covered sections that are not included in the averages.
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Table A4.1 Random walk results for distance between fractures. Red cells indicate
distances of covered sections that are not included in the averages.

152
Figure A2.1. Random Walk Line 1

153
Figure A2.2. Random Walk Line 2
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Table A5. Mean fracture spacing through areas of maximum fracture
density.
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Figure A3.1. Mean fracture spacing survey lines through areas of maximum fracture
density in the White Pine basin.
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Figure A3.2. Mean fracture spacing survey lines through areas of maximum fracture
density in the southern Tony Grove basin.
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Table A6. Fold-axis-orientation statistics.
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Table A7. Watson’s U2 test comparing the fold-axis orientation and surface
fractures.
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Appendix B. Stratigraphic Section

160
Figure B1. Tony Grove stratigraphic section of the Fish Haven and Laketown
Dolomites 465-516 m above the Swan Peak Formation. (Left) Detailed stratigraphic
section by Budge and Sheehan (1980b). Numbers and shading on stratigraphic section
correspond to the descriptions in Budge and Sheehan (1980b). (Right) Stratigraphic
section measured for this study with emphasis on marker beds that may be seen in the
subsurface. Subsections A-D indicate marker beds described in text. (Bottom Right)
Trace of the stratigraphic section measured for this study. The trace is approximate
between the starting point (12 T 446293 m E 4639243 m N) and the ending point (12
T 444870 m E 4639090 m N) due to lateral offsets.

Tony
Grove
Lake
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Figure B1 Continued. Tony Grove stratigraphic section of the Fish Haven and
Laketown Dolomites 390-465 m above the Swan Peak Formation.
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Figure B1 Continued. Tony Grove stratigraphic section of the Fish Haven and
Laketown Dolomites 315-390 m above the Swan Peak Formation.
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Figure B1 Continued. Tony Grove stratigraphic section of the Fish Haven and
Laketown Dolomites 240-315 m above the Swan Peak Formation.
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Figure B1 Continued. Tony Grove stratigraphic section of the Fish Haven and
Laketown Dolomites 165-240 m above the Swan Peak Formation.
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Figure B1 Continued. Tony Grove stratigraphic section of the Fish Haven and
Laketown Dolomites 90-165 m above the Swan Peak Formation.
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Figure B1 Continued.
Tony Grove stratigraphic
section of the Fish Haven
and Laketown Dolomites
0-90 m above the Swan
Peak Formation.
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Appendix C. Cave Data Tables and Photos
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Table C1. Cave fractures statistics.

Table C2. Watson’s U2 test comparing cave fractures and
surface fractures.
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Table C3.1. Cave survey data for TG 01, 02, 04, 05, and 06.
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Table C3.2. Cave survey data for TG 08.
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Table C3.3. Cave survey data for TG 10.
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Table C3.4. Cave survey data for TG 17.
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Table C3.4. Cave survey data for TG 17.
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Table C3.5. Cave survey data for TG 24, 25, 27, 35, and 54.
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Table C3.6. Cave survey data for TG 66.
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Table C3.6. Cave survey data for TG 66. The outlined values highlight the few
fractures measured in these sections of Main Drain Cave.
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Table C3.7. Cave survey data for TG 69 and 71.
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Table C4. Polygamy Cave entrance passage statistics. Due to the low
number of fractures the standard error of the mean and the 95- and 99percent confidence intervals for the mean could not be calculated.
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N

Figure C1 (Above). TG 01, Pit #8, entrance. Jacob’s Staff for scale.
Figure C2 (Below). TG 02, Woodpecker Cave, entrance.
N

180

Figure C3. TG 02, Woodpecker Cave, main pit. No flowstone is present
in the main pit.

181

Figure C4. TG 02, Woodpecker Cave, side shaft
northeast of the main pit. A fracture is present at the
far end of the shaft, mostly covered by the
deposition of flowstone.

5cm

182

Figure C5. TG 05, GMZ Cave, entrance. The
cave follows the fracture for the entire depth of
the cave. View approximately south.

183

Figure C6. TG 06, Double Sink Cave, entrance
fracture and pit. Orange helmet/caver (on rope) for
scale. Photograph by Bryan Sharp.

N

184

Figure C7 (Above). TG 06, Double Sink Cave, north segment. View
from the entrance of TG 06 through the pancake-like crawl. Caver for
scale.
Figure C8 (Below). TG 06, Double Sink Cave, south segment. Karst
breccias present in the western wall of section two.

185

Figure C9. Spar (arrows) filling voids in section 2 in TG 06, Double Sink Cave, south
segment. (A) Spar completely fills large voids in the cave wall. (B) A pocket of spar
(arrow) broken by fractures in the passage ceiling.
A

20cm

B

30cm
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Figure C10. TG 08, Thundershower Cave, entrance. View northeast.

1.5m
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Figure C11. TG 08, Thundershower Cave, section 5. This room is the lowest humanaccessible room in the cave. A lake may form in this section of the cave during early
to late spring due to a constriction at the outlet. A stream channel, seen in the lower
half of the photo, forms as the water drains from the room. Fine sediment builds up in
this section, and very little breakdown is present. (A) View down cave toward section
4. (B) View up cave toward section 6.
A

50cm
B

30cm
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Figure C12 (Above). TG 17, Polygamy Cave, main entrance. View
west. Helmet for scale.

Figure C13 (Below). TG 17, Polygamy Cave, skylight. Helmet for
scale.

N
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Figure C14. Fractures in the back entrance of TG
25, Corner Post Pit. View east.

0.5 m

190

Figure C15. TG 27, Glacier Cave, entrance. View down to the entrance
pit. Caver on rope in lower right corner of the entrance for scale. Photo
taken by Scott Pratt.

N
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Figure C16. TG 35, Snowcone Cave, entrance. View southwest.

1.5m

192

0.5 m

Wall
Floor

Figure C17 (Above). Water lines observed in 2010 in section 3 of TG 35,
Snowcone Cave.
Figure C18 (Below). TG 54, view up to Heaven’s Gate entrance from the
bottom of the pit. Photograph courtesy of Benjamin Zack/StandardExaminer.

2m
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Appendix D. Fold Mapping
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Appendix E. Cave Stratigraphic Correlations
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Figure E1.
TG01, Pit 8,
TG02,
Woodpecker
Cave, TG04,
Pit 6, TG27,
Glacier Cave,
TG54,
Heaven’s Gate
Cave, and
TG71, BRG
Cave,
stratigraphic
correlations.
Red vertical
line extending
from cave
name
represents the
depth of the
cave.
Dye-trace
injection site 8
shown in blue.
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Figure E2. TG05, GMZ Cave, and TG69, Black Crack Pit, stratigraphic correlations.
Red vertical line extending from cave name represents the depth of the cave. Dyetrace injection sites 7 and 8 shown in blue.
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Figure E3. TG06, Double Sink Cave, and TG08, Thundershower Cave, stratigraphic
correlations. Red vertical line extending from cave name represents the depth of the
cave. Dye-trace injection site 7 and positive recovery site in Main Drain Cave shown
in blue.
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Figure E4. TG10,
Polje Cave and TG17,
Polygamy Cave,
stratigraphic
correlations.
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Figure E5. TG24, Wiggles Cave, and TG25, Corner Post Pit, stratigraphic
correlations.

201
Figure E6. TG66, Main Drain Cave,
stratigraphic correlation based on
stratigraphic section by Budge and Sheehan
(1980b).
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Figure E6 Continued. TG66, Main Drain Cave, stratigraphic correlation based on
stratigraphic section by Budge and Sheehan (1980b).
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Figure E6 Continued. TG66, Main Drain Cave, stratigraphic correlation based on
stratigraphic section by Budge and Sheehan (1980b). Dye-trace injection sites 7 and 8,
as well as the positive recovery site at Overflow Hall shown in blue.
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Appendix F. Cave Maps

205

Figure F1. TG01, Pit #8, cave map and stratigraphic correlation. Map modified from
Brandon Kowallis (2006, used with permission).
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Figure F2. TG02, Woodpecker Cave, cave map and stratigraphic correlation. Map
modified from Brandon Kowallis (2006, used with permission).
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Figure F3. TG04, Pit #6, cave map and stratigraphic correlation. Map modified from
Brandon Kowallis (2006, used with permission).
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Figure F4. TG05, GMZ Cave, cave map and stratigraphic correlation. Map modified
from Brandon Kowallis (2006, used with permission).
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Figure F5. TG06, Double Sink Cave, cave map and stratigraphic correlation. Map
modified from Max Barker (2010, used with permission).
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Figure F6. TG08, Thundershower Cave, cave map and stratigraphic correlation. Map
modified from Salt Lake Grotto (1969, used with permission).
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Figure F7. TG10, Polje Cave, cave map and stratigraphic correlation. Map by Brandon
Kowallis (2004, used with permission).
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Figure F8. TG17, Polygamy Cave, cave map and stratigraphic correlation. Map
modified from Brandon Kowallis (2004, used with permission).
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Figure F9. (Top) TG24, Wiggles Cave, and (Bottom) TG25, Corner Post Pit, cave
map and stratigraphic correlation. Map modified from Brandon Kowallis (2005, used
with permission).
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Figure F10. TG27, Glacier Cave, cave map and stratigraphic correlation.
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Figure F11. TG35, Snowcone Cave, cave map and stratigraphic correlation. Map
modified from Brandon Kowallis (2004, used with permission).
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Figure F12. TG54, Heaven’s Gate Cave, cave map and stratigraphic correlation.
Adapted from Idaho Cave Survey (2004, used with permission).
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Figure F13.1. TG66, Main Drain Cave, cave map. Map by the Tony Grove Cave
Survey of the Utah Cave Survey (2014, used with permission). The outlined insets, A
through E, correspond to figures F13.2 through F13.6.

Figure F13.2. Inset A. TG66, Main Drain Cave. Map by the Tony Grove Cave Survey of the Utah Cave Survey (2014,
used with permission).
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Figure F13.3. Inset B. TG66, Main Drain Cave. Map by the Tony Grove Cave Survey
of the Utah Cave Survey (2014, used with permission).
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Figure F13.4. Inset C. TG66, Main Drain Cave. Map by the Tony Grove Cave Survey of the
Utah Cave Survey (2014, used with permission).
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Figure F13.5. Inset D. TG66, Main Drain Cave. Map by the Tony Grove Cave Survey of the Utah Cave Survey (2014, used
with permission).
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Figure F13.6. Inset E. TG66, Main Drain Cave. Map by the Tony Grove Cave Survey
of the Utah Cave Survey (2014, used with permission).

Figure F13.7. TG66, Main Drain Cave, cave profile view and stratigraphic correlation. Modified from the Tony Grove Cave
Survey of the Utah Cave Survey (2014, used with permission).
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Figure F14. TG69, Black Crack Pit, cave map and stratigraphic correlation. Map
modified from the Idaho Cave Survey (2004, used with permission).
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Figure F15. TG71, BRG Cave, cave map and stratigraphic correlation.

